Unique Auctions Catalogue 22 Oct 2020
1

A good interesting lot of football memorabilia
including World Cup, England v Poland, England v
Hungary, England v Rest of the World, 1924-27
Mundo-Uruguay etc., (one shelf). £20.00 - £30.00

23

A shelf of assorted annuals including TV 21,
Whizzer, TV Comic, Topper etc., £20.00 - £30.00

24

A shelf of assorted annuals including Beano,
Dandy, Tiger, Super Car etc., £20.00 - £30.00

2

One shelf of old comics including Topper, Victor,
Beano, TV Comic, Beezer etc., all in fair
condition. £20.00 - £30.00

25

A shelf of assorted annuals including
Thunderbirds, TV 21, Fireball, Scorcher etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

3

A huge lot of How and Why Collectable, in excess
of 300 books and paperbacks. £20.00 - £30.00

26

Three shelves of JFK hardback books. paperback
books and other memorabilia etc., £20.00 - £30.00

4

A very interesting lot of football memorabilia on 2
shelves, in excess of 40 books in total, all in good
condition for age. £20.00 - £30.00

27

A shelf of assorted annuals including TV 21, TV
Comic, Sting Ray etc., £20.00 - £30.00

5

A shelf of Playboy magazines from 1980's, all in
fair condition for age. £20.00 - £30.00

28

A shelf of slide carriers including small disc
complete with regulator. £20.00 - £30.00

6

One shelf of old comics, mainly Thunderbirds but
also dwb and Lion etc., £20.00 - £30.00

29

A shelf of old comics including Tiger, Terrific,
Batman, Sting Ray etc., £20.00 - £30.00

7

One shelf of books and magazines including The
Saint, Space 1999, The Persuaders and small
paperback books. £20.00 - £30.00

30

Twelve jigsaw puzzles (one shelf). £20.00 - £30.00

31

A large quantity of National Geographic, (one
shelf) £20.00 - £30.00

One shelf of in excess of 400 copies of
Understanding Science, all in good condition.
£20.00 - £30.00

32

No Lot:- incorporated in Lot 1357.

33

One shelf of assorted Doctor Who books and
memorabilia etc., £20.00 - £30.00

On shelf on Magazines, books, videos, CD's etc.,
relating to The X Files. £20.00 - £30.00

34

Two shelves of astronomy related books and
magazines. £20.00 - £30.00

10

One shelf of James Bond 007 pictures,
magazines, CD's etc., £20.00 - £30.00

35

11

4 shelves of football related memorabilia including
programmes, hard back books, paperback books,
magazines, 1954 football book with cards, video's
etc. £80.00 - £120.00

A long shelf of assorted comics including Joe 90,
Return of the Jedi, Lion, Batman etc., £20.00 £30.00

36

Three shelves of interesting books relating to
Yoga. £20.00 - £30.00

37

A top shelf of jigsaw puzzles including 3D. £20.00 £30.00

38

A large shelf of puzzles and games. £20.00 £30.00

39

A Lumar battery operated toy gramaphone and
Johnny Hot Shot. £20.00 - £30.00

40

A large shelf of Star Trek collectables including
Jigsaw puzzles, VHS, diecast etc., (Data figure
box empty). £20.00 - £30.00

8

9

12

4 Shelves of jigsaw puzzles, approximately 24, all
good £20.00 - £30.00

13

Five shelves of football magazines, hardback and
paperback books etc., £20.00 - £30.00

14

Nine shelves of Bruce Lee related items, Kung Fu
books. posters, videos etc., £30.00 - £50.00

15

A large shelf of football memorabilia - England,
America etc., £20.00 - £30.00

16

A shelf of sports related memorabilia including
Archery, boxing, cricket etc £20.00 - £30.00

41

A large shelf of assorted Thunderbird toys,. £20.00
- £30.00

17

Two shelves of assorted magazine including Tell
Me Why, Engineering etc., £20.00 - £30.00

42

A large shelf of Fireball and Joe 90 toys and
videos etc., £20.00 - £30.00

18

A shelf of X Files videos. £20.00 - £30.00

43

19

A shelf of mainly J F Kennedy memorabilia,
£20.00 - £30.00

A shelf of Captain Scarlett toys including figures,
DVD's etc., £60.00 - £80.00

44

2 shelves of magazines including Time,
Newsweek, Starburst, Flicks. Book of Life etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

A selection of Matchbox Stingray figures, play
sets etc., £50.00 - £80.00

45

A shelf of Thunderbird items including 3D painting
set etc., £20.00 - £30.00

21

3 boxed collectable microscopes and 2 unboxed.
£20.00 - £30.00

46

A good lot of Thunderbird toys including Lady
Penelope Rolls Royce. £20.00 - £30.00

22

A shelf of items relating to the American Civil War,
Notes on North American Indians including books,
videos and a set of negative slides. £20.00 - £30.00

47

A large lot of Thunderbird books, puzzles etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

20
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48

A large shelf of Thunderbird books, magazines,
videos, posters etc., £20.00 - £30.00

76

49

3 Revell model kits being Queen Mary Liner and 2
Gemini capsules. £30.00 - £50.00

Three shelves of assorted Lady bird books with a
1986 catalogue. £30.00 - £50.00

77

50

A good lot of Airfix and Revell space craft model
kits. £30.00 - £50.00

Four shelves of books relating to Winston
Churchill, World wars etc., including hard back,
paper back, videos etc., £40.00 - £60.00

51

A good selection of Batman including Batmobile,
Batcopter etc., £40.00 - £60.00

78

A large interesting lot of war related books and
newspapers. £20.00 - £30.00

52

A shelf of assorted Batman toys including Batjet
etc., £20.00 - £30.00

79

A good lot of books on weapons and warfare.
£20.00 - £30.00

53

A mixed lot of vintage toys including Matchbox,
marbles, Star Wars, Lego etc., £40.00 - £60.00

80

A mixed lot of football related items including
shorts, scarf etc., £20.00 - £30.00

54

A quantity of Fireball XL5 annuals etc., £20.00 £30.00

81

A large lot of football related comics and
magazines. £20.00 - £30.00

55

A mixed lot of annuals including Beano, Topper,
Supercar, Fireball etc., £20.00 - £30.00

82

A large quantity of books relating to Mahatma
Gandhi. £10.00 - £20.00

56

A quantity of Stringray annuals. £20.00 - £30.00

83

57

A quantity of Tornado annuals etc., £20.00 - £30.00

A mixed lot of football books, videos, programmes
etc., £10.00 - £20.00

58

A quantity of annuals including Stingray, TV
Comic, Joe 90 etc., £20.00 - £30.00

84

A box of assorted books including wildlife. £10.00 £20.00

59

A quantity of annuals including TV 21, Beezer,
Thunderbirds etc., £20.00 - £30.00

85

A quantity of World of Wildlife magazines. £10.00 £20.00

60

A quantity of annuals including Dandy, Beezer,
Maverick etc., £20.00 - £30.00

86

A quantity of educational books. £10.00 - £20.00

87

A large quantity of assorted CD's. £10.00 - £20.00

61

A large quantity of annuals including Fireball,
Thunderbirds, Captain Scarlett etc. £20.00 - £30.00

88

A large quantity of comics including Valiant,
Tornado, TV Comic etc., £10.00 - £20.00

62

A large quantity of book etc., Mainly 'The
Prisoner'. £20.00 - £30.00

89

A quantity of books relating to Albert Einstein.
£10.00 - £20.00

63

A quantity of TV 21 annuals. £10.00 - £20.00

90

64

A quantity of Fireball XL5 annuals. £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of books relating to Russia. £10.00 £20.00

65

A quantity of Eagle annuals etc., £20.00 - £30.00

91

66

A large mixed lot of football memorabilia, books,
magazines etc., £20.00 - £30.00

A large quantity of How and Why magazines.
£10.00 - £20.00

92

A quantity of old books. £10.00 - £20.00

67

Five shelves of books including The Prisoner,
Dangerman etc., £20.00 - £30.00

93

A mixed lot of first day covers. £10.00 - £20.00

94

A quantity of Understanding Science magazines.
£10.00 - £20.00

95

A mixed lot of books, newspapers, photographs
etc., relating to JFK. £20.00 - £30.00

96

A mixed lot of books relating to Nehru. £10.00 £20.00

97

A large quantity of slides including space, biology
etc., £10.00 - £20.00

68

£20.00 - £30.00

Five shelves of interesting annuals including
Superman, The Saint, Fireball XL5, Dakatari,
space related etc., £20.00 - £30.00

69

Three shelves of interesting books and magazines
including Lion annuals, Thunderbirds etc., £20.00 £30.00

70

Spare lot.

71

A long shelf of annuals including I Spy, Radio
Caroline, Boys World etc., £20.00 - £30.00

98

A mixed lot of books including Patrick Moore,
Stephen Hawking, UFO's etc., £20.00 - £30.00

72

A shelf of books and annuals including Secret
Seven, Yogi Bear, Railway and car books. £20.00 £30.00

99

A large quantity of black and white photo's relating
to President Nero. £10.00 - £20.00

73

A shelf of assorted Ladybird books including
catalogue. £20.00 - £30.00

74

A shelf of assorted tea cards, Incredible creatures
etc., £20.00 - £30.00

75

An interesting shelf of books and annuals
including Dandy, Common Birds, Woodlands etc.,
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100

A quantity of "The Wide Range" readers books.
£10.00 - £20.00

101

A quantity of books relating to the moon and
space including some annuals £10.00 - £20.00

102

4 Norelco/Philips Electronic kits EE1051, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

103

16 Dr. Who paperback books and a boxed
video/cd featturing William Hartnell (keyring and
postcards not present) £20.00 - £30.00

121

5 German Philips chemistry sets, may have some
components missing, sold as seen. Collect only
£40.00 - £60.00

104

3 German vintage Philips Electronic kits EE2004,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen. Collect only £30.00 - £30.00

122

16 x 1960/70's James Bond jigsaw puzzles by
Arrow Games, completeness unknown, sold as
seen £20.00 - £40.00

105

4 Merit microscope sets, all microscopes present
but some components may be missing, plus 2
boxes of slides (1 box missing 1 slide) being sold
as seen. Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

123

3 German Philips Electronic Kits, EE1050, may
have some components missing, sold as seen.
Collect only £40.00 - £60.00

124

106

6 Philips Compact Electronic Engineer kits
EE1051, some components may be missing,
being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 Philips Electronic Engineer Kits EE1050, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £40.00 - £60.00

125

107

4 Philips Physics kits PE1550 , some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

A quantity of books on the moon and outerspace
£20.00 - £30.00

126

4 Philips Compact Electronic Engineer Kits, 2
German and 2 English, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £50.00

4 Merit electrical outfit kits, may have some
components missing, being sold as seen. Collect
only £30.00 - £50.00

127

A Chad valley Give-A-Show projector in box
complete with slides £20.00 - £40.00

128

A 1960's pull along Coco & Chico clowns £20.00 £30.00

129

3 unopened Norelco Electronic Educational kits,
EE1050, EE1051 and EE1052. Collect only
£40.00 - £60.00

A sealed box of pro-set Thunderbirds official
collection collectors cards, 66 packs £20.00 £30.00

130

An airfix A11150 Saturn V Skylab. 1:144 scale
model kit, unopened. £30.00 - £40.00

9 vintage Thunderbirds drinking glasses, still
sealed in pack £20.00 - £30.00

131

3 Norelco/Philips Electronic kits, EE1050,
EE1051 and EE1052, some compenents may be
missing, sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £50.00

12 x 1970's UFO TV series jigsaw puzzles and a
moon probe jigsaw, completeness unknown
£20.00 - £30.00

132

An Airfix Apollo Saturn V. 1:144 scale model kit.
Unused £30.00 - £40.00

4 German Philips physics kits PE1501, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

133

3 Norelco Electronic Educational kits, EE1050,
EE1051 and EE1052. 2 unopened, 3rd may have
some components missing, sold as seen. Collect
only £40.00 - £60.00

3 German Schuco Electronic basis Lab, B6102,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen. Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

134

A Chad valley Give-A-Show projector in box
complete with slides £20.00 - £40.00

108

109

110

111
112

113
114

A German Philips Electronic Expert kit EE2013,
possibly complete, being sold as seen. Collect
only £30.00 - £50.00

115

6 Merit microscope sets, all microscopes present
but may have some components missing, and a
box of slides. Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

135

A Chad valley Give-A-Show projector in box
complete with slides, Walt Disney, Jungle Book
etc. £20.00 - £40.00

116

3 unopened Norelco Electronic Educational kits,
EE1050, EE1051 and EE1052. Collect only
£40.00 - £60.00

136

6 Merit Electrical Outfit kits, some components
may be missing, being sold as seen. Collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

117

A Revell H.M.S. Victory model kit and an Airfix
H.M.S. Prince model kit, both unused £20.00 £40.00

137

A quantity of Jackdaw series history information
folders £20.00 - £30.00

138

118

3 Revell kits; Apollo; Lunar Module eagle 1:48 x 2,
Apollo astronaut 1:8 scale and an Airfix Vostok 1
scale 1:144, all unassembled £20.00 - £40.00

4 German Philip Electronic kits, EE2041, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

139

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

140

4 German Schuco electronic kits A6101, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

141

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE2003, some

119

120

3 Norelco Electronic Educational kits, EE1050,
EE1051 and EE1052. 2 unopened, 3rd may have
some components missing, sold as seen. Collect
only £40.00 - £60.00
A Revell Apollo Saturn V 1:96 scale, unassembled
£20.00 - £30.00
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components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

161

142

4 German Philips physics kits, PE1550, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

162

143

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German electronic kits EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

163

144

4 German Schuco electronic basis lab kits,
B6102, some components may be missing, being
sold as seen. Collect only £20.00 - £40.00

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

164

145

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German Physics kits PE1500, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

165

146

A good lot of annuals including Joe 90, Stingray,
Thunderbirds etc. £20.00 - £40.00

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

147

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

166

4 Philips electronic kits EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

148

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2052, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

167

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

149

4 Philps electronic engineer kits EE8, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

168

4 German Philips physics kits PE1501, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

150

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

169

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

151

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE2041, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

170

4 German electronic kits EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

152

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

171

4 German Philips chemistry kits, CE1401, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

153

172
15 Japanese model kits by Bandai & Imai of
Thunderbirds, Captain Scarlett etc. £30.00 - £40.00

154

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2041, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German Philips electronic kits EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

173

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

174

4 Philips electronic engineer kits EE8, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

175

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

176

5 German Philips Physics kits, PE1501, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German Philips physics kits PE1501, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

177

3 German electronic Labor kits, EE2002, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

178

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

179

4 German Philips electronic kits, EE2003, some

155

156

157

158

159

160

4 Philips physics kits EE1003, some components
may be missing, being sold as seen. Collect only
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£30.00 - £50.00

components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00
180

181

182

183

184

185

some boxes a/f some components may be
missing, being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 £40.00

4 Philips Radio Engineer sets, some components
may be missing, being sold as seen. Collect only
£30.00 - £40.00

198

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

5 Norelco electronic educational kits EE20, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

199

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

6 Philips mechanical engineer kits ME1201, may
be missing some components, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

200

5 German Philips chemistry sets, CE1402, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 German Philips electronic expert kits EE2013,
may be missing some components, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

201

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

6 Philips electronic engineer kits EE20, some
componetns may be missing, being sold as seen,
collect only. £20.00 - £40.00

202

3 German Schuco and 1 Philips Electronic expert
lab kits No. 6103 1 box a/f, some components
may be missing, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

203

12 Philips electronic engineers kits EE1005, 7
German, 5 English, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen, collect only. £20.00 £40.00

204

6 Norelco electronic educational kits EE20, 1
unopened, others may be missing components, 2
boxes a/f, being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 £40.00

5 German Philips chemist kits, CE1402, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

186

4 German Philips physics kits PE1501, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £50.00

187

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen. Collect only £30.00 £40.00

188

3 Philips electronic kits, EE2013, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen.
Collect only £30.00 - £40.00

205

189

5 Waddington's electronic lab kits No. 344, 1 box
a/f. Missing some components, being sold as
seen. Collect only. £30.00 - £40.00

6 Philips mechanical engineers kits ME1201,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

206

190

5 Norelco electronic education kits EE20, may be
missing some components, being sold as seen.
Collect only. £30.00 - £40.00

5 electronic engineer kits EE10 and 2 German
Philips electronic experiment kits EE20, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

207

3 Philips electronic kits EE2041, 4 electronic kits
EE2040 and 1 kit EE1040, some components
may be missing, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

191

7 Norelco mechanical engineer kits ME1200,
missing some components, being sold as seen.
Collect only. £30.00 - £40.00

208

192

8 Waddington's flash photography kits No. 362
and a photography kit no. 261. may be missing
some components, being sold as seen. Collect
only. £20.00 - £40.00

6 Philips electronic engineer kits EE1003, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

209

4 German Philips electronic experiment kits
EE2008, some components may be missing,
being sold as seen. Collect only. £30.00 - £40.00

5 Philips/Norelco radio engineer kits, No 1 and 1a,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

210

Large lot of German electronic experiment kits, 6
x EE2040, 7 x EE2051, 4 x EE2052, most boxes
missing quite a few components, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

4 Philips interphone engineer kits IE2000 and 1
electronic interphone EI2000, may be missing
some components, being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £40.00

211

3 Philips and 3 German Schuco electronic stereo
lab kits, some components missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

9 German Philips electronic kits EE2004, may be
missing some components, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

212

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2013, may be
missing some components, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

7 Philips electronic engineer kits EE20, may be
missing some components, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

213

3 French scientific radio kits by GeGe, all possibly
complete, being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 £40.00

193

194

195

196

197

7 Waddington's radio electronic kits, No.343,
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214

4 Philips electronic lab kits C-D 6203 and 2
Schuco electronic lab kits A-B 6201, I unopened,
others may have some components missing,
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

215

5 German Philips electronic expert kits EE2013,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

216

5 Tri-ang, Tri-onic electronic construction kits, 3 x
kit A and 2 kit A/B, some components may be
missing, being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 £40.00

231

4 Philips electronic engineer kits EE1005, all
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

232

3 German Norelco electronic kits EE1004, all
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

233

A Philips electronic expert lab, sealed inside,
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

234

4 Philips electronic engineer kits EE1005, all
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

235

11 Philips experiment technique kits, ET 101 x 4,
ET 102 x 3, ET 103 x 3, ET 106 x 1, may be
missing some components, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

217

8 Philips/Norelco mechanical engineer kits
ME1200, some components may be missing,
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

218

3 German Philips electronic lab kits C6103 and 2
x D6104 and 2 Schuco electronic lab kits D6104
£20.00 - £40.00

236

10 Philips mechanical engineer kits ME1201,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

4 German Philips/Norelco electronic engineer kits
EE1005, all sealed inside, boxes a/f, being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

237

6 Waddington's microscope laboratory kits, 5 x
No.323 and 1 x No.211, all microscopes present
but some components may be missing, being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

3 German electronic experimental kits, EE 1005,
EE1006, EE2004, all sealed inside, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

238

3 Philips electronic engineer kits, EE1004 x 2,
EE1005, all sealed inside, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

219

220

221

2 Philips electric control kits by Radionic, both
still sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

239

3 Philips electronic kits, EE 2017 x 2, EE 2051,
all sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

222

11 Philips electronic engineers kits, EE8, some
components may be missing, being sold as seen,
collect only £20.00 - £40.00

240

4 Philips electronic kits, EE 1005, all sealed
inside, being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 £50.00

223

10 Philips mechanical engineer kits ME1201,
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

241

224

6 German Philips electronic experiment kits
EE2050, some components may be msiing, being
sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

4 Schuco physics electric and solar kits, A6501 x
2 and B6502 x 2, may be missing some
components, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

242

7 Waddington's microscope lab kits, 3 x 7153, 1 x
323 and 3 No.210, all microscopes present but
some components may be missing, being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

10 Philips A20 electronic engineer sets, may be
missing some components so being sold as seen,
collect only £30.00 - £50.00

243

7 French/Dutch electronic engineer kits EE1004, 3
sealed inside, others may have some components
missing, being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 £40.00

4 Philips Radionic x24 and x30 sets and a
photography kit, may be missing some
components so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

244

4 Philips electronic engineer kits EE1005, boxes
a/f, all are sealed inside, being sold as seen,
collect only £30.00 - £50.00

Philips electronic and video sets, 2 x EE2002 GK,
EE2000 GK and EE3023 x 2, may be missing
some components so being sold as seen, collect
only £30.00 - £30.00

245

A Philips electronic engineer kit E1003, sealed
inside, being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 £40.00

4 Philips Interphone engineer IE 2000 x 3 and EI
2000, some components may be missing, so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

246

4 German Philips electronic kits EE2040, all
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

12 philips EE1050 compact electronic engineer
kits, may be missing some components, so being
sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

247

2 Philips radio engineer kits No.1 both sealed
inside and a Philips radio engineer kit no.2,
opened so may have some components missing,
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

5 philips EE2000 electronic lab kits, some
components may be missing, spo being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

248

5 Merit chemistry sets, some components may be
missing so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

225

226

227

228

229

230
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249

3 Schuco B6122 electronic studio lab kits, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

268

4 Philips and 2 Norelco mechanical engineer kits
ME1200, some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

250

10 Philips A20 electronic engineer kits, may be
missing some components so being sold as seen,
collect only £30.00 - £50.00

269

2 Philips electronic kits (German) EE1003, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

251

4 German Philips EE2000 electronic labor kits,
some components may be missing, collect only
£30.00 - £40.00

270

5 Philips compact electronic engineer kits
EE1052, some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

252

6 Philips EE2050 electronic experimental kits,
some components may be missing so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

271

2 Kosmos electronic (German) kits, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

253

8 philips EE8 electronic engineer sets, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

272

2 Philips physics kits (German) PE1501, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

254

10 Philips EE 1003 electronic engineer sets,
some components may be missing so being sold
as seen, collect only £40.00 - £60.00

273

2 Philips Philifarm building brick sets No 306 and
402, many pieces, unchecked so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

255

8 Philips ME1200 mechanical engineer kits in
wooden boxes, some components may be
missing so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

274

6 Philips mechanical engineer kits ME1200, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

275

256

5 German Philips, 2 Schuco Aufbau lab kits,
some components may be missing so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

2 Waddingtons future scientist series micro
science lab kits, microscopes present but some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

257

2 Philips electronic experiment kits EE1003
(German), some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

276

12 Philips compact electronic engineer kits
EE1050, some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

258

A Philips (German) chemist set CE1400, sealed
inside, sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

277

259

5 Philips ME1250 mechanical engineer kits, 1
sealed inside, some components may be missing
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00 278

5 Philips and 1 Norelco mechanical engineer kits
in wooden boxes (1 box is empty) ME1200, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

260

A good selection of meccanno book of models
etc. £20.00 - £30.00

261

2 Philips (German) electronic sets EE2005, both
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

262

280
5 Philips electronic engineer sets, No.20 x 2,
No.A20 x 3, some components may be missing
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00
281
11 Philips compact electronic engineer kits,
EE1051, some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

263

279

264

4 Tri-ang Tri-onic electronic sets, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

265

A Hornby Intercity 225 electric train set, appears
complete, being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 £40.00

266

6 Philips mechanical engineer sets ME1200,
some components may be missing so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

267

11 Philips compact electronic engineer kits,
EE1050, some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00
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10 Philips electronic engineer kits EE8, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00
A Fleischmann Ice2 Intercity express, 6381 and a
box of track (German), appears complete £20.00 £40.00
5 Philips mechanical engineer kits ME1250,
some components may be missing so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00
2 Philips chemistry sets (German) CE1404 and
CE1402, small one is sealed inside, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

282

A Merit physics science kit and forensic science
kit, both factory sealed, sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

283

Meccanno set 4A & 5, both have many pieces but
are unchecked, so being sold as seen £30.00 £50.00

284

4 Philips electronic EE2003 kits and 1 EE3003
(German), some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

285

4 Philips electronic kits (German) EE2007, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

286

287

288

289

290

291

9 Philips electronic kits EE2005, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

£20.00 - £40.00
304

3 Norelco electronic kits EE20, not selaed but all
appear complete, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

Meccanno set no. 2, 2A, 3, 4, all unchecked but
do have missing parts, being sold as seen £20.00 £40.00

305

4 Philips Interphone engineer and Engineer
interphone kits IE2000 and EI2000, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

2 Philips electronic kits, EE1003, EE2050, both
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

306

3 Philips electronic kits, EE1050 and 2 x EE1052,
all 3 sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect
only £50.00 - £60.00

6 Schuco Philips electronic kits (German) 6301,
A6101 x 3, AB6201 x 2, some components may
be missing so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £40.00

307

2 Philips (German) electronic kits 1126200 and
1123306, both sealed inside, being sold as seen,
collect only £30.00 - £50.00

6 Philips X40 radio and electronic kits, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

308

7 Philips electronic sets, EE1052, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

2 Philips chemist kits, CE1400, 1 complete, 1
A/F, some components may be missing so being
sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

309

Scalextric world rallye, set C1018, appears
complete, being sold as seen £30.00 - £40.00

292

6 Philips/Norelco mechanical engineer kits
ME1200, some components may be missing so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

310

8 Philips electronic kits, EE1003, some boxes a/f
, some components may be missing so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

293

4 Philips electronic sets, (German) 1114206 and 2
x 11142, 1114206 sealed inside, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

311

4 Philips mineral kits (German) CE1460, & 1
other, some boxes a/f, some components may be
missing so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

294

8 Philips electronic engineer kits, EE8, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

312

3 Philips physics kits PE1540, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

295

7 Philips radio and electronic kits, 5 X40 and 2
X20, some components may be missing so being
sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

313

2 Philips (German) chemistry kits 26280, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

296

2 Philips/Schuco electronic sets, 6302 and 6303,
both sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect
only £30.00 - £50.00

314

4 Philips electronic kits EE1003, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

297

2 Philips electronic kits (German) 24739, both
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

315

3 Kosmos radiomann radio/electronic kits, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

298

2 Waddingtons electronic lab kits No.344, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

316

2 Philips (German) chemistry kits CE1401, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

299

6 Philips/Norelco mechanical engineer kits
ME1200, (1 EE20) some components may be
missing so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

317

4 Philips EE1003 electronic engineering kits, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

300

7 Philips/Schuco electronic kits (German) A6101
x 2, 6202 x 2, 6303 x 2, A6121, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

318

5 Philips EE2000 electronic lab kits, some
components may be missing, spo being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

319

10 x EE8 Philips electronic engineers kits, some
components may be missing so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

3 Philips CE1401 German chemistry sets, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

320

2 Philips (German) electronic kits, 1126200 and
1123306, both sealed inside, being sold as seen,
collect only £30.00 - £50.00

4 Philips electronic kits, EE1003, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

321

5 Philips EE2000 electronic lab kits, some
components may be missing, spo being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

301

302

303

6 Merit chemistry sets, some components may
be missing so being sold as seen, collect only
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322

4 Philips electronic kits EE1003, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

341
Quantity of vintage jigsaws, completeness
unknown, Fireball XL5, Dr.Kildare, DisneyTom &
Jerry, Jungle book (made up) Yogi Bear (made up)
3 Huckleberry empty boxes, and othe empty
342
boxes etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2 Schuco electronic kits, 6303 and A6101, both
still sealed inside, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

324

4 Philips (German) electronic kits EE1004, one
still sealed inside, some components may be
missing, so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £40.00

343

6 Philips electronic engineer kits, 5 x A20 and 1 x
20, may be missing some components, so being
sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

325

A Chad Valley Give-A-Show projector, complete in
box but box is a/f £20.00 - £30.00

344

Dr. Who Give -A-Show projector, complete in box
£20.00 - £30.00

326

Meccano outfit no 2, 3 and 6, all unchecked but
with many parts £20.00 - £40.00

345

6 Supercar TV jigsaws, 2 made up with boxes, 3
in boxes and 1 empty box, completeness
unknown £20.00 - £30.00

327

4 Philips Electronic engineer kits EE5, some
components may be missing, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

346

2 Schuco (German) electronic labs, 1 still sealed
inside R6102, may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

328

11 UFO jigsaws, completeness unknown, sold as
seen £20.00 - £40.00

347

329

4 Philips (German) electronic kits EE1004, one
still sealed inside, some components may be
missing, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

3 Philips computer kits (German) CL1601, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

348

5 Philips compact mechanic engineer ME1250,
ME1250 (German) and ME1250 Norelco
(German), some boxes a/f, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

349

A Philips Chemistry kit (German) CE1402, still
sealed inside, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

350

5 Philips (German) electronic kits EE2016, 1 still
sealed inside, may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

351

12 UFO jigsaws, completeness unknown, being
sold as seen £20.00 - £30.00

352

4 Philips (German) electronic sets, EE2006, 1 still
sealed inside, 1 missing a few items, other 2 may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

353

A box of assorted meccano pieces £20.00 - £30.00

354

2 Philips EE1050 compact electronic engineer kits
& 1 Philips EE1051 compact electronic engineer
kit, may be missing some components, so being
sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

323

330

4 boxed 007 James Bond jigsaws, , 1 empty box,
, 1 base is not correct base, 3 jigsaws made up, 1
missing 1 piece, 1 missing 2 pieces,
completeness unknown £20.00 - £30.00

331

Meccano sets 2 and 4, both unchecked with many
parts and an empty box £20.00 - £30.00

332

2 Philips (German) physics kits PE1501, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

333

Revell sealed First Lunar landing, skill 2, 1:48
scale and an Airfix Apollo Lunar module, unmade,
1;72 scale series 3 £30.00 - £50.00

Meccano sets no 4 and 5 and 1 other,
completeness unknown £20.00 - £30.00

334

Meccano electric motors including power pack
and various Meccano in 2 other boxes £20.00 £30.00

335

7 Philips electronic kits, 5 x A20 and 2 x EE20,
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

336

Meccano set 4M & 5, both unchecked but with
many pieces £20.00 - £30.00

355

337

4 Kosmos Radiomann kits (German) may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

5 Waddingtons Thunderbirds jigsaws,
completeness unknown and a Stingray jigsaw
factory sealed £20.00 - £40.00

356

338

6 Merit electrical kits, 2 x no.22 and 4 x no.23,
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

Meccano accessory outfit no 0A, 1A and gears
outfit A. Looks mostly complete, also outfit No.0
empty box, being sold as seen £20.00 - £30.00

357

339

9 Philips electric engineers, 8 x EE8 and 1 x 8,
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

Airfix 01322 Willys Jeep & trailer R9 040 saddle
tank and a Fujimi bell AH-1J sea cobra £20.00 £40.00

358

340

First class Ltd, CVC science kit sound and tone
portable lab, appears complete, may be missing

4 Philips (German) electronic kits EE2006, 1
sealed inside, may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00
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359

Selection of vintage board games including Airfix
Zero lift off, John Drake secret agent etc. £20.00 £30.00

360

2 x 1960's Supercar and Thunderbird board
games, appear complete but being sold as seen
£30.00 - £50.00

377

Quantity of jigsaws, 3 Batman made up (no
boxes) , 1 Batman in box, 1 Dangerman in box, 1
empty Dangerman box, Star patrol, completeness
unknown £10.00 - £20.00

378

2 Schuco (German) electronic labs, D6104, 1
complete, 1 missing box liner, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

361

2 Philips (German) EE2006, sealed inside, so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

362

A Schuco (German) electronic kit A6101, still
sealed inside, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

379

4 Waddingtons radio/electronic kits No 343, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

363

A selection of vintage jigsaws including Stingray,
Nasa panoramic puzzle etc. completeness
unknown £20.00 - £30.00

380

3 Merit chemistry outfits, 1A, 3, missing some
components, being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

364

5 Philips (German) electronic A20 x 4, 20 x 1 and
Norelco EE20 x 1, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

381

3 Philips mechanical engineer kits, ME1201, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

382

3 Waddingtons radio/electronic kits, No. 343, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

365

366

367
368

369

370

2 Schuco (German) electronic labs, B6102, 1
sealed inside, may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00 383
A Philips electronic kit EE2003 (German & sealed
inside), may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

Meccano set 5 & 6 both unchecked, but do have
many parts £20.00 - £40.00

384

6 x 1960's James Bond jigsaws, completeness
unknown, being sold as seen £20.00 - £30.00

4 x 1960's Bell products t.v. jigsaws, Highway
patrol, William Tell, Wyatt Earp etc, completeness
unknown, being sold as seen £20.00 - £30.00

385

A quantity of electronic kits by Schuco, Merit,
Mettoy (still sealed inside), Kosmos etc. may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

A Schuco electronic lab E-F6205, a Schuco
modul electronic Tri-ang trionic kit, Magnet-tricity
etc. may be missing some components, so being
sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

386

Revell Boeing 747 SLA & Space shuttle kit,
unused 1;144 scale, No.04863 £30.00 - £40.00

Quantity of Radio kits by Galileo, Brayhead,
Neckermann etc. and an Amerikit stereo player
387
(still sealed) may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00
3 Quelle (German) electronic kits, no. 3454212,
1123306, 3454212, boxes a/f, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £10.00 - £30.00

7 Norelco/Philips engineer kits, 6 x EE 8/20 and 1
x 8/20, 2 sealed inside, some boxes a/f, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

388

Meccano set 4 & 5 airport and site engineering
sets, many pieces but completeness unknown
and 1 empty box £30.00 - £50.00

371

Selection of old board games including soccer
coach, monopoly etc. completeness unknown so
being old as seen £20.00 - £40.00

389

2 Philips/Norelco electronic kits EE1005, 1 sealed
inside, may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

372

Philips (German) electronic experiment kit
EE3050, still sealed inside, being sold as seen,
collect only £30.00 - £40.00

390

3 Philips(German) electronic kits, EE2003, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

373

5 Philips electrical engineer No.20, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

391

8 Fireball XL5 DVD, complete series box sets,
sealed in package from manufacturer £30.00 £40.00

374

Philips (German) CE1403 kit, Schuco (German)
environment kit 6621, Ecology and the home
scientist No.1, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

392

4 Philips electronic lab kits B6102 (2 missing
inner liners, may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

393

6 Philips/Norelco electronic engineer kits, 3 x no.
20, 1 x EE20, 1 x A20, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

394

3 Philips ME1201 mechanical engineer kits, may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

375

3 Philips (German) electronic kits EE2003 £20.00 £30.00

376

3 Philips (German) computer kits C4601 may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00
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395

Chad Valley, Give-A-Show projector, complete in
box £20.00 - £40.00

415

396

2 Philips (German) computer kits CL1650 £20.00 £40.00

4 jigsaws, 3 space related (sealed) & 1 other
£20.00 - £30.00

416

397

4 Waddingtons electronic science kits, missing
some components, no.332, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

An Airfix A50061 1;72 scale, The Dambusters 617
Squadron RAF operation Chastise, 17 May 1943
£30.00 - £40.00

417

398

2 x 1960's Tri-ang Scalextric sets, 1 missing
cars, boxes a/f, being sold as seen £30.00 £40.00

A quantity of vintage jigsaws including Supercar,
Fireball XL-5 & Space 1999 etc. Completeness
unknown £20.00 - £30.00

418

399

A 1980 French Nathan electronics Mega 10.000
electronic game £10.00 - £20.00

2 Philips electronic experimental sets EE3051 &
EE2052 (both sealed) £20.00 - £40.00

419

400

A University of Cambridge digital recording studio
and a sealed National Geographic earthquakes
and volcano kit, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen £20.00 £30.00

3 electronic kits by various manufacturers (used)
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

420

6 Philips Philiform sets, 206, 303, 402,403 x 3 &
670 (boxes A/F) may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

421

A Philips x40 radio electronics kit, a Radionic kit,
a photography kit & Pionier junior kit. may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

422

A Philips PE1550 physic kit (sealed) & 2 Philips
26279 experiment physic kits. may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

423

2 Future Scientist photography sets No's: 261 and
photographic studio No: 262. All used but
relatively complete £20.00 - £30.00

401

2 boxes of Hornby '00' gauge track and buildings
£10.00 - £20.00

402

3 Future scientist electronic labs no. 344, may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

403

A box of audio learning ltd. Physics series slides
with audio cassettes £10.00 - £20.00

404

2 Norelco radio engineer sets No. 2 & a No. 1
Philips radio engineer set, incomplete & loose
items £20.00 - £30.00

405

seen, collect only £40.00 - £60.00

2 Merit chemistry sets & 2 Merit electronic
workshops, may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00 424

406

6 vintage UFO jigsaws, completeness unknown
£20.00 - £30.00

407

3 Philips EE2015 Elektronik-Experte kits (1
sealed), other 2 may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £40.00

408

8 Philips Electric engineer sets, 7x8 & 1 x EE8,
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

409

2 Philips EE2041 electronic kits, (1 sealed), the
other may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

410

2 shelves of components radio/electronic items,
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00

411

A good selection of Matchbox models of
Yesteryear £20.00 - £30.00

412

4 Philips/Norleco ME1250 compact Mechanical
engineer sets (1 sealed), the other may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

413

A Chad Valley Sting Ray Give-A-Show projector
£30.00 - £50.00

414

2 Airfix space 1999 Hawk spaceship & Lunar
module & Amt USS enterprise model kits, may be
missing some components, so being sold as

BidMaster Office

11

14 Philips A20 electronic engineer kit & 2 long
wave coils. may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

425

3 Philips electronic kits 2x EE2004 & 1x EE2052
(2 sealed, 1 used) 1 may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

426

5 electrical engineer kits by various makes (used).
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

427

4 Philips electronic engineer kits, EE1003x2,
EE2000, EE3004 (1 sealed), others may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

428

6 vintage electrical outfits, by various
manufactures, (all used), may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

429

2 vintage Thomas Salter toys & sports electrical
lab 1 kits, used but mostly complete £20.00 £30.00

430

2 Philips EE2051/52 electronic kits (both sealed)
£20.00 - £40.00

431

2 Future Scientist micro science & elementary
chemistry kits & Kosmos C1000 chemistry set,
(all lightly used), may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

432

433

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

441

442

4 Philips ME1250 compact mechanical engineer
kits (used with many parts). may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00
4 Kosmos electronic sets (used), may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00
449

8 Philips electronic engineer & educational kits
(used), may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

450

A Philips EE2000 set, Schuco electronic profilab
& a Ge Ge ordinatron 600 (sets all used), may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

A selection of vintage jigsaw puzzles including
Thunderbirds, Z cars, & Yogi Bear etc.
(completeness unknown) £20.00 - £30.00

451
4 Philips electronic engineer kits including
EE1003 x 2, EE3050 & 1125301, (1 sealed others
used), others may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00 452
3 Philips electronic engineer kits EE2014 (sealed)
& 2x EE1004 (boxes A/F), may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
453
£20.00 - £30.00
4 vintage Merit chemistry sets (many parts all
used), may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

2 Schuco electronic TV lab & umwelt lab No's
6205x2 & 6621 all used, may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00
A Subbuteo table soccer, Continental club edition,
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00
A Subbuteo test match edition, may be missing
some components, so being sold as seen, collect
only £20.00 - £30.00

454

A Philips EE2002 GK electronic set (sealed &
EE2040 (unchecked), may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £40.00

455

2 Philips electronic experimental sets WW1007 &
EE2008 (1 partly sealed the other used), may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £40.00

7 Philips EE20 engineer kits (unchecked), may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

456

4 Kosmos electronic, microscope chemistry sets
& a Merit chemistry set (all used), may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

2 Philips CE1450 Chemie chemistry sets, (used
but relatively complete), may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £30.00

457

3 Philips computer, physics experiment sets,
CL1650, CL1601 & PE1501 (all used), may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

A Vintage Lotts chemistry set No:3, manufactured
by Lotts Bricks Ltd. may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£30.00 - £50.00

458

3 Philips IE2000 interphone engineer kits
(unchecked), may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

4 Philips Physik sets, PE1550, PE1501, PE1502
& 23171 (sealed). may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

A Waddingtons Future scientist microscope
459
laboratory & a Selco new scientist microscope set
(both used), may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00
460
4 Philips & a Norelco ME1201 mechanical
engineer sets (used but look mostly complete),
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00
461
A Schuco weather lab No:6521 (sealed) £20.00 £30.00

2 Philips electronic EE2017 kits (1 sealed), may
be missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

445

2 French Philips electronic sets 34542 is sealed in
tatty box & EE2041 incomplete £20.00 - £30.00

462

446

5 electronic project labs by various manufactures
(all used), may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

2 Norelco EE8 & a Phillips EE/20 electronic
educational engineer kits (unchecked), may be
missing some components, so being sold as
seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

463

447

4 Philips ME1250 compact mechanical engineer
kits (1 sealed), others may be missing some
components, so being sold as seen, collect only
£20.00 - £40.00

5 Philips electronic kits No's: EE1003, EE1004,
EE2051, EE2052 & EE2051/52 (all unchecked),
may be missing some components, so being sold
as seen, collect only £30.00 - £40.00

464

448

3 Philips electronic kits EE1004, EE1005 &
EE2014 (1 sealed), others may be missing some

4 x 1960's optik optical sets by various
manufacturers, (all used but mostly complete),
may be missing some components, so being sold

443

444
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3 Philips electronic kits, EE2041 (sealed) & 2x
EE2040, may be missing some components, so
being sold as seen, collect only £30.00 - £50.00
3 Philips EE1008 electronic experimental kits
(unchecked), may be missing some components,
so being sold as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

465

as seen, collect only £20.00 - £30.00

489

7 various electronic kits including Phillips, Triang
etc., £10.00 - £20.00

A large selection of space related posters in
varying condition £20.00 - £40.00

490

A large quantity of Kung Fu collectors edition vhs
videos, Bruce Lee framed prints and books on
martial art, also includes a Kung Fu film reel
£60.00 - £80.00

491

A large quantity of 1960's How & Why hardback
and paperback books (magazines) in 3 boxes
£30.00 - £40.00

492

A large quantity of books on war and videos, (6
shelves) £20.00 - £40.00

493

A Chad valley give-a-show projector complete in
box £20.00 - £40.00

494

2 Dick Spanner P.I. posters both signed by Gerry
Anderson and a Funderson letter £30.00 - £50.00

495

A reproduction Kennedy for president campaign
poster £10.00 - £20.00

496

A large collection of 400+ Lp's mostly classical,
majority sticker dated from mid 50's to mid 60's,
no condiiton reports on these due to the volume
£50.00 - £100.00

466

7 various Merit electrical outfit kits. £10.00 - £20.00

467

3 Piko Pikotron experimental sets. £10.00 - £20.00

468

A large selection of books on electronics (2
shelves) £20.00 - £40.00

469

A large selection of books on space and
astronomy (2 shelves) £20.00 - £40.00

470

A large selection of books, old newspapaers,
35mm slides, etc. of JFK, Kennedy £40.00 £60.00

471

A large selection of books, press photos, printed
ephemera, videos etc of JFK, Kennedy £40.00 £60.00

472

A large selection of NASA space program
technical reports, books, etc. £30.00 - £50.00

473

A quantity of electricity books and quantity of
volumes of Michael Faradays experimental
research in electricity £30.00 - £50.00

474

A large quantity of 1960's Ranger, the national
boys magazine £20.00 - £40.00

497

A large selection of Ladybird books, 70+ £30.00 £40.00

475

A shelf of Winston Churchill biographies, books
and Churchill videos £20.00 - £40.00

498

A large collection of Dr.Who vhs videos, on 3
shelves £20.00 - £30.00

476

A shelf of electricity and magnetism books £20.00
- £40.00

499

A large selection of childrens annual and books
from 60's/70's & 80's £40.00 - £60.00

477

A large quantity of books relating to India,
including press photos of Dalai Lama, Nehru etc.
£30.00 - £50.00

500

A large collection of football related book and
videos, also includes wall posted signed by Saint
& Greavsie £40.00 - £60.00

478

A quantity of astronomy books including books by
Sir Patrick Moore, etc. £30.00 - £40.00

501

A sequined Indian wall hanging £20.00 - £30.00

479

A large quantity of videso of Star Wars, Star Trek,
X-Files etc, plus some dvds £20.00 - £30.00

502

A large quantity of books and vhs videos on war
£30.00 - £40.00

480

A large quantity of JFK, Kennedy related books,
videos, slides etc. £40.00 - £60.00

503

A pro shot golf by Marx £20.00 - £40.00

504

481

A good selection of VHS videos, Supercar,
Stingray, Fireball, Joe 90 etc. £20.00 - £40.00

3 Star Wars Return of the Jedi jigsaws and 2 book
and cassette packs £20.00 - £30.00

505

A selection of Bandai terrahawks £20.00 - £40.00

482

A large selection of history in motion videos from
the 20's through to the 90's £20.00 - £40.00

506

3 Casio electronic keyboards SA-2, SA-5 and VL1
and a Yamaha PSS-20 £20.00 - £40.00

483

A good selection of books on physics and science
£30.00 - £50.00

507

A large quantity of Chad valley give-a-show slides
and quantity of boxes (empty) £30.00 - £50.00

484

7 boxed Merit microscope, all microscopes
present, but may be missing some components,
so sold as seen. £30.00 - £50.00

508

A book on Airfix, 50 years of kits and 4 model
aircarft £40.00 - £50.00

509

A Tri-ang/Hornby The Midlander electric train set
No. RS.8 £20.00 - £40.00

510

A large selection of space related books, including
American and Russian spaceflights etc. £30.00 £50.00

A selection of 1967 Eagle comics etc. £20.00 £40.00

511

A large quantity of sci-fi childrens annuals
including Supercar, Joe 90, Thunderbirds,
Stingray, TV 21 etc (2 shelves) £40.00 - £60.00

Boxed Corgi Rockets accessories including
Supertrack no.1963 and Superbooster No. 1970
£40.00 - £60.00

512

A novelty Franzis UKW radio advent calendar, still
selaed £20.00 - £30.00

485
486

487

488

A Chad valley Doctor Who give-a-show projector,
complete in box £40.00 - £60.00

A large quantity of books and videos related to war 513
£30.00 - £50.00
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13

A Doctor Who talking cyberman helmet with light
sound voice changer £25.00 - £35.00

514

A selection of Bandai terrahawks £40.00 - £60.00

515

A Pixiphone glockenspiel and 1 other and a Zippy
Zither £30.00 - £50.00

516

Boxed Merit and Fairytale morse code signalling
sets £30.00 - £50.00

£20.00 - £30.00
542

A set of 6 TV 21 Century 33 rpm mini album
records, Stingray, Thunderbirds etc., £10.00 £20.00

543

A boxed Russian tinplate clockwork road layout.
£10.00 - £20.00

517

7 boxed Dinky military vehicles £80.00 - £120.00

518

A vintage 1960's JR21 toys Thunderbirds 3D
painting by numbers £30.00 - £50.00

544

4 Quercetti Fireball XL5 spaceships in various
conditions. £10.00 - £20.00

519

A vintage JR21 toy Thunderbirds water pistol
sealed in original packaging £40.00 - £60.00

545

520

A selection of Indian leather bags, a wooden box
etc. £20.00 - £40.00

A quantity of 1960's jigsaw puzzles including
UFO, James Bond, Dangerman etc., and a
Thunderbirds board game. £10.00 - £20.00

546

A rare selection of Hot Wheels Sizzlers including
cars, power pack, track etc., £20.00 - £30.00

521

4 vintage Airfix kits including Charles 1, city of
Truro 00 gauge railbus and mineral wagon £30.00 - 547
£50.00
548
Set of 6 TV21 century 33 r.p.m. mini album

522

records, Stingray, Supercar etc. £20.00 - £40.00

A quantity of Thunderbirds magazines. £10.00 £20.00
A quantity of Giles books and an Andy Capp
book. £10.00 - £20.00

523

A large selection of Chad valley give a show slides
and boxes (boxes are empty) £30.00 - £50.00

549

2 trays of vintage cine camera's etc., £10.00 £20.00

524

Approx. 100 TV21 century comics £30.00 - £50.00

550

525

A Corgi Dr. Who tardis and K9, quantity of Titan
figures, pocket watch, rare Dr. Who experience
official filming locations tour pass, 5th doctor style
hat etc. £50.00 - £80.00

A 1990's boxed Tyco Thunderbirds and a Stingray
3D view master. £30.00 - £50.00

551

A 1960's 'The Amazing V-X Hydraulic Drive
Rocket' by Summit toys. £30.00 - £50.00

552

A Japanese tin plate space gun, a Quercetti MachX rocket and a Johnny Astro explorer, all a/f.
£25.00 - £45.00

526

A selection of Bandai terrahawks £50.00 - £80.00

527

A Chad Valley give-a-show projector complete with
553
extra box of slides £30.00 - £50.00

528

A Tri-ang/Hornby The Midlander electric train set
No. RS.8 £20.00 - £40.00

529

A viewmaster 3D viewer with sealed Terrahawks
555
and Dempsey & Makepeace, also NASA Apollo
moon landing, Batman and Russia £30.00 - £50.00
556
A Matchbox motorway extension set E-2 in

530

554

original box £40.00 - £60.00

A Chad Valley 'Give a Show' projector, Popeye,
Alice, Andy Pandy,complete. £10.00 - £20.00
6 slide boxes, some with engineering slides, a
slide carrier and a wooden box. £10.00 - £20.00
13 TV 21 themes 33 rpm mini albums. £10.00 £20.00
An Estes flying model rocket starter set. £10.00 £20.00

531

19 TV21 century Summer/Spring extra's comics,
some duplicates £40.00 - £50.00

557

A large quantity of Observer books. £10.00 £20.00

532

A Chad Valley 'Daktari' give-a-show projector,
complete in box £30.00 - £40.00

558

A Chad Valley set No. 10 motorising kit, many
parts but unchecked. £10.00 - £20.00

533

A 1960's Fireball-XL5 thermos flask £30.00 £40.00

559

A Quercetti Fireball XL5 spaceship in good
condition. £10.00 - £20.00

534

A Chad valley soccer coach coaching projector
£30.00 - £40.00

560

A Doctor Who talking cyberman helmet light
sound voice changer. £30.00 - £50.00

535

A large vintage style hot air balloon ornament.
£10.00 - £20.00

561

A quantity of Doctor Who annuals and paperback
books. £20.00 - £30.00

536

2 boxed Merit space patrol walkie talkies.

562

537

TV21 century comics No. 1-135. £20.00 - £30.00

A Chad Valley Thunderbirds 'Give a Show'
projector. £10.00 - £20.00

538

4 Quercetti Fireball XL5 spaceships in various
conditions. £10.00 - £20.00

563

4 soccer special 8mm football films, World cup
final 1953. 1934, 1958 and 1962. £10.00 - £20.00

539

A mixed lot of comics including Eagle, Lion and
Tornado. £10.00 - £20.00

564

A quantity of TV 21 century comics. £10.00 £20.00

540

Approximately 100 TV 21 Century comics. £10.00 £20.00

565

A box of approximately 2000 toy army dog tags.
£50.00 - £80.00

541

A Chad Valley Stingray 'Give a Show' projector.

566

A Legend black globe on a chrome plated stand.
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567

£20.00 - £30.00

593

A black globe with gold mapping on a tripod base.
£20.00 - £30.00

A large quantity of Indian stamps, first day covers
and other ephemera. £10.00 - £20.00

594

A Clayton and Nuvelle stethescopes. £10.00 £20.00

568

An Italian illuminated globe. £20.00 - £30.00

569

A 33 cm Rath political globe. £20.00 - £30.00

595

A quantity of India related badges. £10.00 - £20.00

570

A Steiff 100 years Teddy bear and a Merrythough
Teddy bear. £20.00 - £30.00

596

A mixed lot of vintage costume jewellery including
necklaces, brooches etc., £20.00 - £30.00

571

A boxed Wedgwood Beatrix Potter Peter Rabbit
children's tea set. £15.00 - £25.00

597

A mixed lot of vintage clip-on earrings. £10.00 £20.00

572

A political reference globe on polished aluminium
aeroplane stand. £20.00 - £30.00

598

A mixed lot of necklaces including pearls. £10.00 £20.00

573

An Insight world globe and a globe pencil
sharpener. £20.00 - £30.00

599

6 old wrist watches including Accurist, Lorus etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

574

A tinplate model robot money box. £10.00 - £20.00 600

575

A rare 1950's Dinky Builder, Meccano product
construction set No.2. £20.00 - £30.00

601

576

A selection of Gerry Anderson 'Fanderson'
ephemera including 'set' photographs and a
Thunderbirds are go 12" record. £10.00 - £20.00

A doll of a Rajasthani woman and other dolls.
£10.00 - £20.00

602

A quantity of books including Isaac Newton,
Nicholas Capernicus, Galileo etc. £10.00 - £20.00

577

A rare 1970's Kung Fu play set. £20.00 - £30.00

603

578

TV 21 Century comics, no. 1-10. £10.00 - £20.00

2 boxed Grundig G.C.M.3 microphones. £10.00 £20.00

579

A Kung Fu 'The Way of the Tiger, The Sign of the
Dragon' teleplay final draft December 9, 1971.
£10.00 - £20.00

604

An inlaid wooden musical jewellery box and
contents. £10.00 - £20.00

605

JFK/Ike political artwork by Bruce Shanks, 1-2061. £10.00 - £20.00

606

A box of Tell Me Why information comics
including issue No. 1. £10.00 - £20.00

607

2 boxes of various comics and price guide books.
£10.00 - £20.00

608

Volume 1 'Oxonia Antiqua Restaurata' Selton, No.
1823. £10.00 - £20.00

609

Nine Jackdaw information folders including
Newton, Farraday, Battle of Trafalgar etc., £10.00 £20.00

610

"The Opium Clipper" by Basil Lubbock, first edition
1933. £10.00 - £20.00

611

A Bhargava & Co., bongo drum. £10.00 - £20.00

612

A good selection of S. I. G Century 21 comics.
£10.00 - £20.00

580

TV 21 century comics No. 1-10. £10.00 - £20.00

581

TV 21 century comics issues 1 and 2. £10.00 £20.00

582

Its Terrific comics No. 1-43, April 1967 - February
1968. £10.00 - £20.00

583

3 copies of Fantasy Image: Doctor Who, The
Avengers, Star Trek, Thunderbirds etc. £10.00 £20.00

2 stamp albums and a box of loose stamps.
£10.00 - £20.00

584

TV 21 century comics No. 1-10 in various
conditions. £10.00 - £20.00

585

India 'The Transfer of Power 1942-47', Volume 1,
January to April 1942. £10.00 - £20.00

586

A Dinky 359/360 space 1999 eagle freighter &
transporter and 106 Thunderbirds 2.4. £60.00 £80.00

587

Dinky 351, 353, 361 UFO intercepter shado 2
mobile and Galactic war chariot. £60.00 - £80.00

613

A collection of political books & ephemera £20.00 £30.00

588

Corgi 320, 588, 647, 929 Buck Rogers starfighter,
Superman Daily Planet jetcopter and The Saint
Jaguar XJ-S. £60.00 - £80.00

614

2 Star Wars standees £10.00 - £20.00

615

A Raleigh Twenty ladies bicycle £10.00 - £20.00

616

A mark 1 red American cruiser style Bratz angel
bike £15.00 - £25.00

617

A 3 part laminated 'The Odd Couple' film poster
(combined size 40" x 80") £10.00 - £20.00

618

A quantity of Thunderbirds records £10.00 - £20.00

619

A large quantity of books & videos on yoga £20.00
- £40.00

589

Corgi 107 & 925 Batman Bat boat and Bat copter,
unboxed batmobile etc., £50.00 - £80.00

590

Corgi 651 Air France Concorde and Matchbox K13 Super kings aircraft transporter. £40.00 - £60.00

591

Corgi 269 & 649 James Bond space shuttle, Lotus
Esprit and Matchbox Licence to Kill box set.
£60.00 - £80.00

592

Dinky 357, 359 Star Trek Enterprise and Klingon
battle cruiser. £40.00 - £60.00
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1001

15

3 Cassette players being Sanyo, Bell & Howell
and Grundig C410, all working. £10.00 - £20.00

1002

A Grundig CR590 cassette, a Grundig C200
deluxe cassette and a Grundig CR485 cassette.
£10.00 - £20.00

mains lead for 500 but works on battery. £10.00 £20.00

1027
A Grundig C410 cassette, a Sharp cassette and a 1028
Grundig 500 Satellit, all working but Grundig 500
has no mains lead but works on batteries. £10.00 £20.00
1029
3 cased pairs of binoculars. £10.00 - £20.00

A Halina AI Anistigmat camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1005

A Minolta cine camera and a Yamaha cine
camera. £10.00 - £20.00

1030

A Grundig Satellit 500 and 400, working and a
Satellit 300 a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1006

2 Casio, a Bontempi and a Yamaha keyboards.
£10.00 - £20.00

1031

15 volumes of Common Core Basic Electricity
Electronics and Television. £10.00 - £20.00

1007

A boxed Revue tripod. £10.00 - £20.00

1032

1008

A Grundig YB500 world receiver, working but
missing battery cover. £10.00 - £20.00

A Grundig YB500, brand new,boxed, working, a
Grundig Satellit 400 working and a Grundig 1001,
untested (no battery). £10.00 - £20.00

1009

3 sets of headphones, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1033

An Apple computer monitor. £10.00 - £20.00

1010

3 Grundig C410 cassette players, one a/f, and a
Grundig C2000 radio cassette working. £10.00 £20.00

1034

An Apple computer monitor. £10.00 - £20.00

1035

A Grundig Satellit 5000 transistor with original
case. £10.00 - £20.00

1036

3 Grundig Satellit, 300, 400, 500, all in working
order. £10.00 - £20.00

1037
A Vega 402 transistor radio, a Thorn SA102
transistor radio, a Grundig RF111 transistor radio,
1038
and a Phillips record player, not tested. £10.00 £20.00

2 AOR multiband receivers, both power up and
scan. £10.00 - £20.00

1003

1004

1011

1012

1013
1014
1015

A Yaeso communications receiver FRG 8800,
powers up ok, not tested, with ariel. £10.00 £20.00

A Grundig Satellit 500, A Grundig party box and a
1039
Grundig C2002, all a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
A Phillips Pro 20 reel to reel tape player, good
visual condition,. £10.00 - £20.00

1040

3 Grundig Satellit 1000. all missing various pieces
1041
of trim, therefore not tested, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

3 Yupitero multi band receivers, MVT 7100, VT
150, VT 225, all power up and scan. £10.00 £20.00
2 Grundig Satellit 500, one working, one a/f.
£10.00 - £20.00

2 Grundig C230, a Grundig C440 and a Grundig
Satellit 400, all working but cassettes will need
service. £10.00 - £20.00
3 Grundig C410 cassette players, one a/f, may
need heads cleaning. £10.00 - £20.00
2 pairs of binoculars, Tasco and Scheffel, both in
good condition. £10.00 - £20.00
A Grundig Concert boy 1100, A DAB radio, both
working, Crown and Sanyo mini TV's untested.
£10.00 - £20.00

1016

4 pairs of binoculars. £20.00 - £30.00

1017

A Grundig Satellit 6001, working on batteries, no
mains lead. £10.00 - £20.00

1018

A Grundig Yachtboy 1100, A Grundig Party boy
1043
and a Panasic radio cassette, all working. £10.00 £20.00
1044
2 pairs of binoculars, one Zenith and one Russian.
£10.00 - £20.00

3 Panasonic portable DVD/CD players, untested.
£10.00 - £20.00

1020

A Grundig C231, working, A Grundig C410 a/f, a 1045
Grundig C6000 radio cassette a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

Grundig Satellit 500 and 70, both in working order.
£10.00 - £20.00

1021

4 Grundig cassette players, 2 x C409, 2 x C410,
1046
all function but will need servicing. £10.00 - £20.00

1022

3 Grundig cassette players, 2 x C410 and 1 x
C420, working but will need heads cleaning and
servicing. £10.00 - £20.00

2 ICOM communications receivers, IC-R5, boxed
and working, IC-R2 a/f, corrosion to battery
terminals. £10.00 - £20.00

1019

1023
1024

1042

1047

3 Grundig radio's, 2 x Satellit 2000 and 1 x Satellit
5000, untested. £10.00 - £20.00
1048
2 Grundig C410 cassette players, working but will
need heads cleaning. £10.00 - £20.00

1025

An Icom IC-R3 communication receiver, working.
£10.00 - £20.00

1026

A Grundig Satellit 400 and 500, both working, no
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1049

Grundig Satellit 300, 400, 500, all working. £10.00 £20.00

4 Grundig cassette players, C200SL, CR485,
CR455, CR110, all in original boxes and working,
will need servicing. £10.00 - £20.00

Grundig Satellit 300, 400 in working order, a
Grundig RTV 800 Hi-fi, no speakers therefore
untested. £10.00 - £20.00
An Alinco X10 wide bank communicat receiver, in
good working order, boxed with charger. £10.00 £20.00
A Grundig Concert Boy 1100, works on batteries
only so requires attention, Grundig cassette
players C231, C 200, 2600, all working but will

require servicing. £10.00 - £20.00

- £20.00

1050

Grundig CN700, C 200, DCR 001 cassette
players, all a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1051

Approximately 18 copes of Practical Wireless and
Electronics. £10.00 - £20.00
1075

1052

1074

Grundig Satellit 300 and 400, working order,
Grundig C2001 radio/cassette, cassette may need
service. £10.00 - £20.00
1076

1053

2 Grundig Satellit 400 radio's, one a/f, £10.00 £20.00

1054

A new and boxed ICOM IC-R5 communications
receiver. £10.00 - £20.00

1055

An ICOM IC-RX7 waveband receiver boxed/new, a
Yupiteru MVT 7000 multiband receiver, powers up
on battery and mains. £10.00 - £20.00
2 Grundig cassette players CR355, C410, 2
Grundig radio's, Satellit 500 and 700, all working.
£10.00 - £20.00
A Maspro LC2E signal checker and a good
selection of shortwave/scanning books. £10.00 £20.00

1077

A Grundig Satellit 500, working, Grundig CR355,
CR430, working but will need service. £10.00 £20.00

An AOR AR 8000 multiband receiver in working
order, An Alinco DR112 receiver a/f, untested and
an AOR AR 8200 a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1078

A good selection of valve radio related books
including good copy of "Book of Practical Radio"
by Y Scott Taggart, 1934 edition. £10.00 - £20.00

1056

A Grundig Satellit 2100 working on batteries.
£10.00 - £20.00

1079

3 ICON IC-ICS, screen fault. £10.00 - £20.00

1057

Approximately 20 Radio and TV servicing books.
£10.00 - £20.00

1080

3 cassette recorders. £10.00 - £20.00

1081

3 cassettes with mics. £10.00 - £20.00

1082

A vintage Vidor 'My Lady Catherine' radio. £10.00 £20.00

1058

4 Cassettes including Grundig. £10.00 - £20.00

1059

3 Grundig cassette players, 2 x CR105, 1 X C260,
all working and C2500 requires attention. £10.00 - 1083
£20.00
A Grundig Satellit 700, 500 and 300, all in working 1084
order. £10.00 - £20.00

1060

2 Grundig and one other cassette player. £10.00 £20.00
A hand held AR900 programmable scanner and a
DJ-X2000 multi mode scanner. £10.00 - £20.00

4 Grundig cassette players, C200, C 200 de luxe,
CR485, CR560 and Satellit 300 radio, all boxed
and working. £10.00 - £20.00

1085

3 Grundig Satellit 300's. £10.00 - £20.00

1086

An AVO Model 8 and Avominor in good visual
condition with leads, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1062

A Grundig YB500 with instructions and case,
working but no mains lead. £10.00 - £20.00

1087

A Grundig Satellit 500 and YB500 both in working
order. £10.00 - £20.00

1063

A Heathkit Osciloscope, model No. 10-12U with 2 1088
books, working condition unknown. £10.00 - £20.00

2 Grundig cassette players, C403, C410 and a
Grundig Satellit 700 DAB radio. £10.00 - £20.00

1064

13 volumes (full set) of Common Core Basic
Electricity and Electronics. £10.00 - £20.00

An Evoke 2XT DAB radio in working order. £10.00 £20.00

1065

A boxed Alinco DJ-X 2000 multi band receiver with 1090
mains lead and fast charger, in working order.
£10.00 - £20.00

1066

A Grundig valve TK20 reel to reel tape recorder
with service manual, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1067

3 Grundig cassette players, C403, C402 both
working and NC7201 untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1068

2 Grundig cassette players C230 & CR105 and a
Phillips D, all working, 2 boxed. £10.00 - £20.00

1069

3 Grundig cassette players CR550, C4012, C403
and 3 mics, in working order. £10.00 - £20.00

1070

1061

1089

2 Grundig cassette players C480 & CN730, A
Grundig Satellit 500 and a Phillips radio, all
working but cassettes may need servicing. £10.00
- £20.00

1091

3 radio receivers, Kenwood TR7625, ICON IC-R100
and Yupitero MVT600, all untested. £10.00 £20.00

1092

3 Mini Maglite torches. £20.00 - £30.00

1093

A Yupitero MVT 7100 multi band receiver, boxed
and working. £10.00 - £20.00

1094

3 Grundig Satellit radios, 2 x 400, 1 x 500, all in
working order. £10.00 - £20.00

2 Grundig Satellit 300 & 400 radios and a Grundig
C485 cassette, all working. £10.00 - £20.00

1095

1071

A Beogram CDX2, powers up, all LED's work,
untested further. £10.00 - £20.00

An AOR AR 8000 multi band receiver, working on
mains. £10.00 - £20.00

1096

1072

2 pairs of good Carl Zeiss binoculars. £10.00 £20.00

3 Grundig cassette players, CR355, CR485, C410,
all working but will require servicing and a Phillips
cassette, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1073

1097
3 Grundig cassette players, C2001, MC7201,
C200SL, working but would benefit from a service,
and a Pye dAta Recorder, D6600 untested. £10.00 1098

4 Panasonic DVD & CD players, 1 LG DVD writer,
untested. £10.00 - £20.00
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3 Grundig Cassette players, C210, C2001, C409

working, but require service and a Grundig Satellit
500, working. £10.00 - £20.00
1099

A quantity of vintage 70's/80's hi-fi separates,
Sony TA1010, Grundig MCF100, BSR 610,
JUCKD710, all a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1100

A Grundig YB500, untested, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1101

2 Grundig cassette players, CR485, C200, may
require service but working, Grundig Satellit 400
working and a digital radio a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1102

1103

1104

1105
1106

AR2002, Yupitero MVT7300 and Yaesu VR120, all
a/f. £20.00 - £30.00
1124

A good selection of short wave amateur radio
scanning books. £10.00 - £20.00

1125

2 pairs of binoculars, Viking and Russian. £10.00 £20.00

1126

A Bose wave radio/cd player. £10.00 - £20.00

1127

A JRC multiband receiver, model No. NRD 525,
powers up, all LED's ok, scans through channels,
no ariel to test further. £10.00 - £20.00

2 Grundig radio's, Satellit 1000, missing tone knob
& on/off switch a/f, Satellit 2000 working but
1128
condition a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
3 wide range receivers, Yupitero MVT7100, AOR 1129
AR 8000, in working order, plus one other. £10.00 £20.00
1130
2 Grundig cassette decks, CN850, CN730,
untested and a Grundig C200, working. £10.00 1131
£20.00
A Grundig Satellit 5000 a/d and a Grundig Satellit
300, working. £10.00 - £20.00
1132
2 Grundig cassette players C410 working, C250
a/f and Grundig party Boy radio, working. £10.00 1133
£20.00

1107

2 Grundig radios, Satellit 6001 and Satellit 400,
both working. £10.00 - £20.00

1108
1109

A Grundig YB500, working. £10.00 - £20.00
3 Grundig cassette recorders, 2 C431, C409, a/f.
£10.00 - £20.00

1110

A Grundig Satellit 5000 in original case, a/f.
£10.00 - £20.00

1111

A Grundig Satellit 2000, working but missing short 1136
wave knob. £10.00 - £20.00

1112

A Grundig Satellit 2000, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1113

A Grundig Satellit 3400, working.(this item can not 1137
be posted out so would need to be collected)
£10.00 - £20.00
1138

1114
1115
1116
1117

A Grundig Satellite 2100 with original case, a/f.
£10.00 - £20.00

3 Phillips cassette players, untested so sold as
a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
4 Grundig and 2 Phillips cassette players,
untested. £10.00 - £20.00
A good selection of books relating to VHF radio's,
scanning, ariels etc., £10.00 - £20.00
An ICOM communications receiver, IC-R7000,
powers up, All LED's ok, scans through channels,
no ariel to test further. £10.00 - £20.00
A Phillips "Moving Sound" radio cassette, battery
cover missing. a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
2 Grundig Radio's, Satellit 2000 and Satellit 2001,
a/f, overall condition a/f, knobs/trim missing.
£10.00 - £20.00

1134

A Yupiteru MVT8000 multi band scanner and a
Yupiteru multi band receiver, both working. £10.00 £20.00

1135

A large quantity of service manuals, trader service
sheetgs, Grundig, Ecko, Bush, Phillips etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

1139

A Grundig Satellite 650, a/f, volume control noisy.
£10.00 - £20.00
1140

3 Grundig cassette players, C420 a/f, C410
working and C200 working, new/boxed. £10.00 £20.00
2 Bose acoustic wave model AW1, a/f, untested,
both with cabinet damage. £10.00 - £20.00
An AOR AR 8000 multi band receiver, spare arials
and low noise pre amp, working. £10.00 - £20.00
A good selection of valve data and valve radio
service books. £10.00 - £20.00
A good selection of Core Electronic books,
approximately 32. £10.00 - £20.00

A Yupitero MVT7100, boxed/as new. £10.00 £20.00

1141

A Heathkit valve receiver, model RA-1, untested,
valves packed separately. £10.00 - £20.00

A vintage Grundig reel to reel recorder, model No.
TK321, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1142

4 volumes of 'Modern Electrical Engineer', 'Radio
Receiver Design' K R Sturley, Vols 1 & 2 and
various books on valve radio. £10.00 - £20.00

1118

A Grundig Satellit 2100, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1119

3 Grundig cassette recorders, CR 100 and 2
CR105. £10.00 - £20.00

1143

1120

A good selection of television servicing books.
£10.00 - £20.00

A Phillips GF210 transistor record player,
untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1144

1121

A Phillips VG8010 home computer, boxed,
untested. £10.00 - £20.00

4 volumes of Wireless Telegraphy 1938, 'Notes for
Wireless operators, Air ministry publications 1939.
£10.00 - £20.00

1122

An Alinco DJ-X2000E multi band receiver,
new/boxed. £10.00 - £20.00

1145

A vintage Casio FZ - 880P, 32kb - 64kb memory,
boxed as new, working condition unknown,
untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1123

4 Communications receivers, AOR AR8200, AOR
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1146

A Bell & Howell Movie Master R635, untested,
handle a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1147

A large selection of Grundig radios and cassette
players, all a/f, for spares and repairs. £10.00 £20.00

1169

2 Kodak Brownie 8 movie projectors model A15-9
both boxed and in as new condition (one cover has
slight mildew marks), both in working order.
£10.00 - £20.00

1170

A Duo-300 8mm sound projector, all functions
work but not tested with films and a Prinz IQ 1800
slide projector, a/f, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

1148

A BBC micro computer, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1149

A large selection of Grundig radios and cassettes,
1171
all a/f, for spares or repair. £10.00 - £20.00

1150

A Technics keyboard, model SX-KN720, good
working order, original box, power supply etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

1172

1151

A VS10 continental keyboard, working. £10.00 £20.00

A Zeiss Ikon compact slide projector and a Kodak
Carousel slide projector, both power up. £10.00 £20.00

1173

1152

A Bontempi keyboard KS5600 working and a
Yamaha Keyboard MK100, working new/boxed.
£10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of books including astronomy. £10.00 £20.00

1174

6 large bags of LP records, unsorted. £20.00 £30.00

1153

2 Casio keyboards, CT660 and PT50, both a/f.
£10.00 - £20.00

1175

5 large bags of LP records, unsorted. £20.00 £30.00

1154

A Yamaha keyboard PSR200, working and a
Yanaho PSS 560, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1176

5 large bags of LP records, unsorted. £20.00 £30.00

1155

A Hohner PSK45 keyboard a/f and a Yamaha
PSS280 keyboard, working. £10.00 - £20.00

1177

A vintage Super Show projector complete with
moving figures, box tatty. £30.00 - £50.00

1156

4 new and boxed Mini Magelite torches. £20.00 £30.00

1178

A good quality cased Coronado Cemax 25mm
telescope, Made in U.S.A. £20.00 - £30.00

1157

An Ultra reel to reel tape recorder moderl 6202,
powers up but no further testing. £10.00 - £20.00

1179

3 vintage slide viewers. £15.00 - £25.00

1180

4 microscope sets with extra scientifically
prepared slides etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1181

2 vintage Apple power books, models 93 & 150,
no leads hence selling as a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

3 old cases each with oval labels reading Bon
Voyage, Air India, all in good condition but
missing keys. £20.00 - £30.00

1182

Voighander and Gnome vintage slide projectors,
both power up. £10.00 - £20.00

4 boxed microscopes (on in wooden case) with
extra specimen slides. £25.00 - £35.00

1183

A good selection of guitar and keyboard books
and some sheet music. £10.00 - £20.00

A boxed Casio MT-100 Casiotone keyboard.
£10.00 - £20.00

1184

A crate of 78 rpm records. £10.00 - £20.00

1158

1159
1160
1161

A vintage Apple Mac )S Quicktake 200 digital
camera, boxed, software, leads etc., appears
complete. £10.00 - £20.00

2 record decks, a CD player and an enlarger, all
a/f. plus 16 lazer discs. £10.00 - £20.00

1162

A selection of vintage editing and splicing
machine. £10.00 - £20.00

1185

In excess of 1000 cassette tapes in 3 crates.
£40.00 - £60.00

1163

A selection of Super 8 projectors and slide
viewers, all a/f, 8 items. £10.00 - £20.00

1186

A cased vintage Gnome projector. £10.00 - £20.00

1187

1164

2 Portable DVD/CD players, Panasonic DVD LS5
appears new/boxed, Bush PD 700, untested,
Casio TV770, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

A large cased L-201 microscope and a Merit
microscope with spare slides. £30.00 - £50.00

1188

A Prinz 110 slide viewer. £15.00 - £25.00

1189

A Bright-Sharp telescope on adjustable wooden
tripod. £20.00 - £30.00

1190

2 boxed microscopes and 2 others, in good clean
condition. £15.00 - £25.00

1165

An Alinco DJ-X2000 multi mode receiver,
complete, charger, NI_CAD battery etc., Brand
new, boxed. £10.00 - £20.00

1166

A good selection of books on radio's and electrics.
1191
£10.00 - £20.00

1167

An AGFA 'Family' Super 8 projector, an
AGFAcolour carousel projector, an AGFA 'Family'
1192
Movimatic maxi screen and a C100 single slide
viewer, all untested and a Manimex 808D Super 8 1193
projector a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1168

A very good selection of VHF-UHF and amateur
radio books, approximately 15. £10.00 - £20.00
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A Charles Frank astronomical telescope, one
other, a powerline gun sight and an electroscope
kit. £30.00 - £50.00
2 pairs of good cased binoculars. £15.00 - £25.00
4 boxed and one unboxed microscopes with extra
specimen slides. £20.00 - £30.00
2 volumes 'Domestic Equipment Diagram Manuals'
Volumes 1 and 2. £10.00 - £20.00

1195

1196
1197

2 Educational film reels entitles The Hidden
Universe - The Brain, parts 1 and 2. £10.00 £20.00

Species' by Charles Darwin, Marcel Proust etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

1224
A good quality Pronto telescope, 700mm aperture,
480mm. £20.00 - £30.00
1225
A Bose acoustic wave music system radio
1226
cassette, model AW1. £40.00 - £60.00

18 complete films from Discovering colour to
Deterioration of Water. £20.00 - £30.00
An illuminating globe. £15.00 - £25.00
A 1991 Thunderbird calendar together with
Thunderbird and Stingray LP records. £20.00 £30.00

1198

Approximately 500 modern and classic DVD's.
£20.00 - £30.00

1227

1199

A large quantity of unsorted 45 rpm records.
£40.00 - £60.00

14 films, Plants, animals, ecology of birds etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

1228

1200

A box containing films ranging from Human
reproduction to impressionism. £25.00 - £35.00

A quantity of photographic equipment. £10.00 £20.00

1229

A boxed Nikon 90 camera, unused. £30.00 £50.00

1201

A cased Pronto telescope, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1202

A boxed large Mag-lite torch and a smaller boxed
Mag-lite torch, California, U.S.A. £30.00 - £40.00

1230

A Star globe, a Stellarscope and a BBC
astronomy project pack. £15.00 - £25.00

1203

A cased Pronto telescope, complete. £20.00 £30.00

1231

A Nikon F50 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1232

1204

A Bose acoustic wave music system radio
cassette, model AW1. £40.00 - £60.00

A Fugi film fine pix HS10 camera & 1 other Fuji
camera
£20.00 - £30.00

1205

A double sided 1980's Grundig poster, 1970's
Grundig adverts and ephemera. £20.00 - £30.00

1233

A Praktica super TL1000 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1234

A Prakitica LTL camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1206

A large quantity of audio tapes. £20.00 - £30.00

1235

An Olympus OM10 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1207

Approximately 30 mid 20th century books
including Biggles, E C Elliot etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1236

A Koura SE camera. £10.00 - £20.00

1208

In excess of 100 CD's. £20.00 - £30.00

1237

A Zenit 11 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1209

A Minolta X300 camera with lenses. £20.00 £30.00

1238

A Praktica MTL5 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1239

A Prinzflex 500 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1210

A Reflecta B200, photax and Solar 3 slide views.
£10.00 - £20.00

1240

A Voightlander Vito CLR camera. £30.00 - £50.00

1241

A Kodak Sterling II camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1211

A large quantity of specimen slides. £10.00 £20.00

1242

A Pentax ME Super camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1243

A Zenit 12XP camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1212

A boxed Chad Valley Super Show projector.
£20.00 - £30.00

1244

An AGFA camera. £10.00 - £20.00

1213

A telescope on tripod. £10.00 - £20.00

1245

A Praktica Nova 1B camera with BC2400
flashgun. £20.00 - £30.00

1214

5 pairs of binoculars. £20.00 - £30.00

1246

1215

A Bose CD 3000 digital acoustic wave music
system with remote, unused. £30.00 - £50.00

A Praktica BC1 camera with 1600A flashgun.
£20.00 - £30.00

1247

A Kodak Retinette 1B camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1216

3 boxes of LP records and a quantity of CD's.
£20.00 - £30.00

1248

An Olympus OM30 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1217

A quantity of DVD's including Abbott & Costello
and Laurel & Hardy. £20.00 - £30.00

1249

A Nikon F90 camera with speedlight SB27. £20.00
- £30.00

1218

A quantity of DVD's. £10.00 - £20.00

1250

An Olympus OM10 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1219

A small lot of audio LP's including speeches,
Eisenhower, Truman, Nixon, JFK etc., £20.00 £30.00

1251

A Memotron CE11 camera. £10.00 - £20.00

1252

A Konica C35 camera and an Olympus Trip 35
camera. £10.00 - £20.00

1220

An illuminating globe. £20.00 - £30.00

1253

A Yashica Mat124 camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1221

A boxed Black Hawk 12 - 40 x 40 mm zoom
telescope on tripod. £7,916.00 - £0.00

1254

A Praktica TL camera. £20.00 - £30.00

1255

1222

A Grundig radio RF 431 GB and a Grundig radio
1001, untested. £10.00 - £20.00

A Nikon SB500X speed light, A Leningrad 7
Exposure meter and an Agfa Tully. £15.00 - £25.00

1256

A Sunagar MC zoon lens No., 8402275. £20.00 £30.00

1223

A good lot of books including 'Origin of the
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1257

A Nikon 70-300 lens. £20.00 - £30.00

1258

A Hanimar auto lens. £20.00 - £30.00

1259

An Auto Chinon 1:35 lens. £20.00 - £30.00

1260

An Auto Chinon 1:28 lens. £15.00 - £25.00

1261

A box of DVD's. £10.00 - £20.00

1262

A quantity of LP and 45 rpm records. £20.00 £30.00

1263

2 boxes of LP records. £20.00 - £30.00

1264

A large quantity of cassette tapes. £20.00 - £30.00 1291
2 pairs of binoculars. £10.00 - £20.00
1292

1265

1285

A good selection of books on musicians including
Elvis, Dylan, Stones etc., £10.00 - £20.00

1287

A Yamaha PSA22 keyboard and a Casio MT240
keyboard. £10.00 - £20.00

1288

2 Yamaha and 2 Casio keyboards. £10.00 - £20.00

1289

A good selection of electronics books. £10.00 £20.00

1290

3 Grandfather clock movements, a/f, for spares or
repair, £20.00 - £30.00
3 Grandfather clock keys. £10.00 - £20.00
Approximately 12 Grandfather clock movements
including brass. £10.00 - £20.00

1266

Approximately 10 collector's card albums and
some loose cards. £10.00 - £20.00

1293

1267

A new boxed set 'Golden Age of Electra Records'
1963-73, unopened. £10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of Grandfather clock weights and a bell.
£10.00 - £20.00

1294

1268

A good selection of Phillips and Grundig audio
catalogues from Mid 1980's to Mid 1990's,
approximately 10. £10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of locks and lock plates. £10.00 £20.00

1295

A quantity of metal figures. £10.00 - £20.00

1296

A quantity of brass castors and cabinet handles,.
£10.00 - £20.00

1269

A boxed telescope. £10.00 - £20.00

1270

2 pairs of binoculats including Carl Zeiss, a Kodak 1297
Juniior II camera and 2 vintage camera books.
1298
£10.00 - £20.00
A Columbia Grafonola 112A picnic gramaphone. 1299

A box of brass and ormolu fittings. £10.00 - £20.00

£15.00 - £25.00

1300

A box of wooden fittings. £10.00 - £20.00

1272

An ICOM IC-R2 multi band receiver, working.
£10.00 - £20.00

1301

A box of wooden spindles etc., £10.00 - £20.00

1273

A large quantity of clock parts, empty case, faces
and 2 starburst clocks, all a/f £10.00 - £20.00

1302
1303

A box of clock movements. £10.00 - £20.00
A quantity of Grandfather clock hood fronts.
£10.00 - £20.00

1274

Approximately 40 LP records including Santana,
Chuck Berry etc., £10.00 - £20.00

1304

A mahogany Grandmother clock. £20.00 - £30.00

1275

6 Grundig radio's and cassettes, C200, C100,
C411, C410, C230 and Satellit 400. £10.00 £20.00

1305

A Grandfather clock marked Tho. Yeates, Penrith.
£80.00 - £120.00

1306

A small mahogany Grandfather clock. £50.00 £80.00

1271

1276
1277

1278

1279
1280
1281

A Grundig YB500 Grundig Stenorette 2400L and a
1307
Sanyo compact cassette. £10.00 - £20.00
A Russian Besa transistor radio, working, a Sharp
Electronic organiser a/f and a Panasonic cassette 1308
player SX45, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
1309
6 vintage cine camera's including Yashica, Bell &
Howell etc., and a Panasonic VHS compact
1310
recorder. £10.00 - £20.00
1311
An ICOM IC-R2 multi band receiver, working.
£10.00 - £20.00
1312
3 pairs of binoculars including vintager Zenith in
leather case, case a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
1313
A Maplin SA2020 mixing deck (9 channel) and an
IMG 'Stageline 4 channel mixer and a Homemix
1314
TT500 turntable. £20.00 - £30.00

A box of wooden spindles etc., £10.00 - £20.00
A box of Grandfather clock faces. £10.00 - £20.00

An oak Grandfather clock, Aris, Uppingham.
£80.00 - £120.00
A painted Grandfather clock. £80.00 - £120.00
A good selection of books relating to radio, TV and
electronics. £10.00 - £20.00
4 large crates of box set videos. £20.00 - £40.00
Approximately 150 various CD's, 1950/60/70's,
sound tracks, classical's etc., £10.00 - £20.00
A box of playstation 2 accessories and
approximately 100 PS2 games. £30.00 - £50.00
A Sega Master System II, Sega control pad and
games. £20.00 - £30.00
Approximately 60 Playstation 3 games. £20.00 £30.00

1282

2 typewriters and a green GPO dial up phone, all
a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

1315

2 Xbox 360 consoles, accessories and games.
£30.00 - £50.00

1283

A box and contents including LP's from musicals.
car speedo, 2 wood planes etc., £10.00 - £20.00

1316

A quantity of Nintendo game cube games, Game
Master etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1284

A Furze Delta 24 lighting console, untested.
£10.00 - £20.00

1317

A Fidelity portable record player, Model
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HF45,untested. £10.00 - £20.00
1318

1319

1320
1321

1322
1323

Iranian Embassy siege etc., £10.00 - £20.00

An excellent selection of radio, electrical and TV
books ranging from 1930's to present day
including an as new set of Practical Radio &
Television, 4th reprint 1950. 5 shelves. £20.00 £30.00

1345

An old lawn mower. £10.00 - £20.00

1346

A large quantity of videos. £20.00 - £30.00

1347

A Queen Anne leg office chair. £10.00 - £20.00

1348

An old shop mirror. £10.00 - £20.00

A Super MInstral guitar amplifier, a Brownie Model 1349
C camera, opera glasses, slide viewer and old
1350
child's desk. £20.00 - £30.00
3 old radios including Hacker. £10.00 - £20.00

1351
An ORIC - 1 mini computer from the early 80's and
an automated bingo number producer. £10.00 1352
£20.00
1353
An Akai 4000D reel to reel tape recorder. £10.00 £20.00
1354
A good selection of vintage car radios, an 8 track
recorder and a cassette recorder. £10.00 - £20.00 1355
1356

10 Industrial globe lamp shades. £20.00 - £30.00
12 shelves of assorted books including some
relating to India. £20.00 - £30.00
A large gilt framed mirror and one other. £20.00 £30.00
3 old wicker linen bins. £10.00 - £20.00
A large quantity of old radios, cassette players
etc., for spares or repair. £20.00 - £30.00
An old oak bureau bookcase. £20.00 - £30.00
A mahogany corner cupboard. £10.00 - £20.00
An old wooden fire surround. £10.00 - £20.00

1324

A Leak 30 amplifier. £50.00 - £80.00

1325

A very large lot of foreign language learning aid
packs inlcuding Linguaphone teach yourself etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

1328

An ION twin tape to pc digital player, a Sony MDS- 1357
JE480 mini disc deck and a huge collection of
mini discs with index folder. £10.00 - £20.00
1358
3 Linear Concord 30 watt amplifiers with
instructions and circuit diagrams. £150.00 £180.00
1359
An Apple Scanner, an Apple printer and 2 20th
anniversary Apple Mac PC' including Bose
speakers. £20.00 - £30.00
1360
An old oak table. £20.00 - £30.00
1361

1329

A police pedal car. £20.00 - £30.00

1362

A wooden step ladder. £10.00 - £20.00

1330

A set of 4 children's chairs. £10.00 - £20.00

1363

A wooden step ladder. £10.00 - £20.00

1331

A shelf with cut glass mirror. £10.00 - £20.00

1326

1327

A large quantity of vintage electric sets, chemistry
sets, future scientist sets etc (incomplete). £20.00
- £30.00
A metal circular garden table and 2 chairs, £20.00 £30.00
A wooden step ladder. £10.00 - £20.00
A wooden step ladder. £10.00 - £20.00

1364
A scrolled metal bench and 2 bench ends. £20.00 - 1365
£30.00

An old oak dresser base. £20.00 - £30.00

1332
1333

A huge collection of videos. £30.00 - £50.00

1366

1334

A set of 4 Edwardian chairs. £20.00 - £30.00

A large collection of books, various subjects.
£10.00 - £20.00

1335

A large 1950's industrial speaker horn. £20.00 £30.00

1367

Eleven crates of New York times (never opened)
and a suitcase of newspapers. £20.00 - £30.00

1336

A large 1950's industrial speaker horn. £20.00 £30.00

1368

3 large boxes of interesting magazines. £10.00 £20.00

1337

A large 1950's industrial speaker horn. £20.00 £30.00

1369

A tall and slim mahogany bookcase. £20.00 £30.00

1338

A large 1950's industrial speaker horn. £20.00 £30.00

2001

1339

An Edwardian display cabinet (no shelves). £20.00
2002
- £30.00

Over 120 The Simpsons Comics - Bongo Comics
including The Simpsons, Itchy and Scratchy,
Radioactive Man etc £30.00 - £50.00

1340

A painted 2 drawer chest. £10.00 - £20.00

1341

A cut glass mirror and 3 others. £10.00 - £20.00

1342

A large old cabin trunk. £20.00 - £30.00

1343

A circular kitchen table on painted base. £20.00 £30.00

1344

A large selection of contemporary newspapers
headlining key event including 9/11, JFK
assassination, Assassination of Ranjiv Gandhi,
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An Edwardian arm chair, missing cushion. £15.00 £25.00

Approx 40 Alien and Aliens related comics Dark
Horse including sets Earth War, Hive, vs Predator
etc £20.00 - £30.00

2003

Approx 16 Predator and Terminator related comics
Dark Horse including some sets Batman versus
Predator, Terminator Secondary Objectives etc
£20.00 - £30.00

2004

Approx 42 DC Star Trek related comics including
original, Deep Space 9 and Next Generation etc
£15.00 - £25.00

2005

DC Archive Editions LEGION Volumes 1-7 (7
volumes all hardback) £40.00 - £60.00

2006

DC Archive Editions Superman Volume 1 (2
copies), Green Lantern Volume 1 and Justice
League of America Volume 1 £20.00 - £30.00

2031

Dc Comics Green Lanern related 40 comics
including Emerald Dawn 1-6, Emeral Dawn II 1-6,
Mosaic 1-18 etc £20.00 - £30.00

2032

Batman related comics, graphic novels and series
including Spawn Batman, Sword of Azrael 1-4,
Dath in the Family 426,427,429, vs Predator II1-4,
vs Predator 1-3 etc £30.00 - £40.00

2007

Over 40 X-Files comics £15.00 - £25.00

2008

DC Comics 70 issues Shade the Changing Man
comics including issues 1-70 £25.00 - £35.00

2033

2009

DC Comics 59 issues The Spectre Issues 1-24,
26-43, 45-48, 50-53, 55-62 + annual £30.00 £50.00

DC Comics a quantity of Deadman and The
Spectre comics £10.00 - £20.00

2034

DC Comics 7 Silver Age Classics reprints incuding
House of Secrets 92 etc £20.00 - £30.00

2010

Approx 85 comics Spider-man Comics Weekly
ranging from issue 2-90 £30.00 - £50.00

2035

DC Comics Superman 2nd Series issues 31-100
£10.00 - £20.00

2011

EC Comics Tales from the Crypt 23 issues £10.00 2036
- £20.00
2037
EC Comics Weird Science issues 1-22 £10.00 -

2012

£20.00
2038

2013

EC Comics Weird Fantasy issues 1-21 £10.00 £20.00

2014

EC Comics The Vault of Horror 20 issues £10.00 2039
£20.00
EC Comics Two-Fisted Tales 22 issues £10.00 - 2040

2015

£20.00
2016

2041

EC Comics various titles Crime Suspense Stories,
Impact, Extra approx 33 issues £10.00 - £20.00
2042

13 Armageddon 2001 comic annuals £10.00 £20.00
DC Comics Batman Shadow of the Bat 1-35
£10.00 - £20.00
Terminator, Predator and Alien related comics
including Terminator, Aliens vs Predator, Aliens
Genocide etc 30 cmics £20.00 - £30.00
Terrific comics 1, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11-43 £20.00 - £30.00
Dr Strange 31 various comics £10.00 - £20.00
X-Files approx 27 X-Files Manga comics and 16 XFiles Topps comics £10.00 - £20.00
Captain Scarlet & The Mysterons Comics
including 4 x No 1 with gifts, 2 and 3 with gifts, 4 x
No 4 and other Captain Scarlett and Thunderbirds
comics approx 25 comics £20.00 - £30.00

2017

EC Comics Aces High issues 1-5 amd Frontline
Combat issues 1-17 £10.00 - £20.00

2018

EC Comics Shock SuspenStories 15 issues
£10.00 - £20.00

2043

2019

EC Comics Weird Science Fantasy issues 1-7
and Weird Science Fiction issues 8-11 £10.00 £20.00

Terrific comics approx 62 issues various numbers
£20.00 - £30.00

2044

DC Comics Green Arrow 25 issues £10.00 - £20.00

2045

EC Comics The Haunt of Fear 21 issues £10.00 £20.00

Fantastic comics approx 30 issues £10.00 £20.00

2046

Dell Comics a collection of 16 TV, Crime and
Western related comics including Mike Sayne,
Roy Rogers, Bat Masterson etc £30.00 - £40.00

2020
2021

The Beatles Experience Parts 1-8 and signed
sheet £20.00 - £30.00

2022

Apple Comics various titles Blazing Combat,
Vietname Journal etc 18 issues £10.00 - £20.00

2047

Countdown comics approx 60 issues £20.00 £30.00

2023

Bone 48 comics including 1-20 £30.00 - £40.00

2048

A collection of The Mighty World of Marvel comics
approx 39 issues £10.00 - £20.00

2024

Frank Miller Sin City 13 comics and a graphic
novel £10.00 - £20.00

2049

2025

DC Comics Superman Man of Steel issues 1-34
£20.00 - £30.00

7 graphic novels including Batmans No Mans Land
and Superman for Earth £10.00 - £20.00

2050

A large collection of Scorcher comics £20.00 £30.00

2026

DC Comics Hawkman 1-17 and Hawkworld 1
£10.00 - £20.00

2051

Dr Strange approx 22 comics £10.00 - £20.00

2027

DC Vertigo Hellblazer approx 42 issues £15.00 £25.00

2052

Superman and Batman related comics and
graphic novels including issues 500, Doomsday,
no 1s etc £10.00 - £20.00

2028

DC Vertigo Sandman related approx 25 comics
£10.00 - £20.00

2053

Superman in Action Comics approx 50 issues
£20.00 - £30.00

2029

DC Vertigo 31 comics including The Invisibles,
Preacher, Books of Magic etc £10.00 - £20.00

2054

Wonder Woman mainly silver age comics approx
25 issues £20.00 - £30.00

2030

DC Comics Green Lantern 3rd series issues 1-80
£20.00 - £30.00

2055

The Adventures of Superman approx 70 issues
£20.00 - £30.00
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2056

A larger quantity of Superman featured in Action
Comics £20.00 - £30.00

2082

DC Comics Superman's Girlfriend Lois Lane Giant
Size Annual 1,2,3 £30.00 - £40.00

2057

Batman comics including The Many Deaths, Year 2083
3, A Lonely Place for Dying etc £10.00 - £20.00

2058

11 copies of Harry Potter & The Goblet of Fire,
first editions £20.00 - £30.00

DC Comics Aquaman a good collection of mainly
Silver Age issues including 4,6,10,12,14,15 approx
25 issues £30.00 - £40.00

2059

5 copies of Harry Potter & The Order of the
Pheonix, first editions & new & sealed essential
Harry Potter reading set £20.00 - £30.00

2084

DC Comics Green Lantern 16 Silver Age comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2085

DC Superboy comics £20.00 - £30.00

2086

2060

A good collection of Batman comics £30.00 £40.00

DC Comics Superboy approx 37 issues £20.00 £30.00

2087

2061

A collection of Robin comics including mini-series
£10.00 - £20.00

DC Comics The Flash 18 issues ranging from 201260 £30.00 - £40.00

2088

2062

A good collection of Detective Comics Batman
£20.00 - £30.00

DC Comics The Flash 22 issues ranging from 161197 £30.00 - £40.00

2089

2063

A collection of Batman graphic novels and miniseries £10.00 - £20.00

DC Comics The Flash 9 issues ranging from 144159 £30.00 - £40.00

2090

2064

A collection of Daredevil comics including Marvel
Megahits Daredevil Pack £10.00 - £20.00

DC Comics The Flash issues 124127,131,132,136,138 £60.00 - £80.00

2091

2065

A good collection of Batman comics £30.00 £40.00

DC Comics Teen Titans issues 3-10 £60.00 £80.00

2092

2066

A quantity of DC detective comics £10.00 - £20.00

DC Comics Teen Titans issues 12,13,15-18,22-28
and 7 other issues £30.00 - £40.00

2067

A quantity of Superman comics £10.00 - £20.00

2093

2068

DC Comics The Atom issues
3,8,8,11,12,16,16,17,18,18,25,26,28,31,37 £50.00 -2094
£80.00

DC Comics Metal Men issues 1,20,23,24,26,37,38
£30.00 - £40.00

2069

To be lotted £10.00 - £20.00

2070

DC Comics Blackhawk issues 103, 121, 127, 129131,135-137,141,144,145,149 £50.00 - £80.00
2096

2071
2072
2073

2095

A quantity of DC comics Brave & Bold 78 - 95 &
99 £20.00 - £30.00

2097

DC Comics Blackhawk 19 issues ranging from
176-200 £30.00 - £40.00

A quantity of DC comics Brave & Bold 71 - 79
£20.00 - £30.00

2098

DC Comics Blackhawk 16 issues ranging from
201-238 £30.00 - £40.00

A quantity of DC comics Brave & Bold 60 - 69
£20.00 - £30.00

2099

A quantity of DC comics Brave & Bold 50 - 53, 55
& 59 £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of DC detective comics £10.00 - £20.00

2075

A new & sealed set of Ian Fleming various James 2100
Bond book collection £20.00 - £30.00
DC Comics Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen issues 2101
19 and 13 issues ranging from 51-78 £40.00 £60.00
2102

2077

A quantity of DC comics Brave & Bold 152
including 105, 111& 115 etc. £20.00 - £30.00

DC Comics Blackhawk 24 issues ranging from
151-180 £40.00 - £60.00

2074

2076

DC Comics Metamorpho The Element Man issues
1,2,5,6,10-16 £30.00 - £40.00

DC Comics Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen 17
issues ranging from 83-99 and 2 giant size comics 2103
£30.00 - £50.00

2 DC comics Brave & Bold, 57 &58 £20.00 £30.00
3 DC comics Brave & Bold, 43, 46 & 47 £20.00 £30.00
A quantity of DC comics Brave & Bold including
56, 59, 61, 64, 66, 67 etc. £20.00 - £30.00
3 Worlds finest comics, 108, 111 & 114 £20.00 £30.00

2078

DC Comics Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen 35
issues ranging from 101-148 £30.00 - £50.00

2104

A quantity of Worlds finest comics, 120, 135, 136,
137, 140, 143 & 144 £20.00 - £30.00

2079

DC Comics Superman's Girlfriend Lois Lane
issues 35, 40, 41, 45, 46, 50, 53, 55, 58 £40.00 £60.00

2105

A quantity of Worlds finest comics, 151 - 153,
155, 158 - 162 & 165 £20.00 - £30.00

2106

2080

DC Comics Superman's Girlfriend Lois Lane 21
issues ranging from 100-136 £30.00 - £40.00

A quantity of Worlds finest comics, 174 - 199
£20.00 - £30.00

2107

2081

DC Comics Superman's Girlfriend Lois Lane 17
issues ranging from 60-96 £30.00 - £40.00

A quantity of Worlds finest comics, 200 - 239
£20.00 - £30.00

2108

A quantity of DC comics, 10 worlds finest comics
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issues 162,135, 165, 159, 181 etc. & 6 Brave &
2134
the bold comics including 79, 81, 100 etcv. £20.00 2135
- £30.00

A quantity of Action comics £20.00 - £30.00

2109

2 Batman comics issues 130 & 151 £40.00 £60.00

2136

DC Comics Action Comics issue 283 £10.00 £20.00

2110

A quantity of Batman comics, issues 161, 162,
164, 172, 174, 182, 184, 186, 188 & 189 £40.00 £60.00

2138

DC Comics The Atom and Hawkman issues 40-45
£20.00 - £40.00

2111

A quantity of Batman comics, issues 191, 192,
193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 199 & 200 £40.00 £60.00

2139

DC Comics The Atom 16-19,21,23-29,31,33,35-38
£30.00 - £40.00

2140

A quantity of Batman comics issues 202, 204,
216, 218, 219 £40.00 - £60.00

DC Comics Showcase Presents issues 70-74,7690 £30.00 - £40.00

2141

A quantity of Batman comics issues 220-223,
225, 237,239, 241, 242, 244-248 & 250 £30.00 £40.00

DC Comics Showcase Presents issues 91-104
£30.00 - £40.00

2142

DC Comics Showcase Presents issues 5559,62,63,65-69 £30.00 - £40.00

2143

DC Comics Showcase Presents Metal Men
issues 37-40 £60.00 - £80.00

2112
2113

A quantity od DC Superman Action comics £20.00
- £30.00

2114

A collection of 21 Silver Age Batman comics, 21
issues from 164-219 including 164, 166 & 172
£40.00 - £60.00

2144

2115

4 Detective comics issues 297, 305 & 318x 2
£30.00 - £40.00

DC Comics Showcase Presents issues 41,42
and 44-54 (issue 43 is not present) £40.00 - £60.00

2145

A quantity of Detective comics including issues
349, 352, 358, 378, 383, 384, 386 &396 £20.00 £30.00

DC Comics Showcase Presents Hawk and Dove
issues 75 and Hawk and Dove issues 1,2,3,5
£60.00 - £80.00

2146

DC Comics Showcase Presents The Spectre
issues 60,61,64 £30.00 - £40.00

2147

DC Comics Showcase Presents The Atom issues
35,36 £30.00 - £40.00

2148

DC Comics Hawkman issues
1,2,3,6,9,10,11,13,14,20,34 £30.00 - £40.00

2149

DC Comics The Atom issues 7,8,11,12,14,15
£30.00 - £40.00

2150

DC Comics The Atom issues 2,3,5,6 £40.00 £60.00

2116

2117

A quantity of Detective comics including issues
402, 408, 441, 438, 500 & 600 (issue 500 signed
by Jim Aparo) £20.00 - £30.00

2118

A quantity of Batman comics issues 251, 252,
253, 255, 262, 264, 284, 278 & 280 £30.00 £40.00

2119

A quantity of DC comics £20.00 - £30.00

2120

A quantity of Superman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2121

A quantity of Superman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2122

A quantity of Superman action comics £20.00 £30.00

2151

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues 6170 £60.00 - £80.00

2123

A quantity of DC Superman adventure comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2152

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues 5160 £60.00 - £80.00

2124

A quantity of DC adventure comics £20.00 - £30.00 2153

2125

A quantity of DC adventure comics £20.00 - £30.00

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues 4050 £60.00 - £80.00

2126

2 Justice League America comics A/F £20.00 £30.00

2127

A quantity of Best of the Brave Batman comics
etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2128

A quantity of DC Batman Legends of the Knight
comics £20.00 - £30.00

2129

A quantity of DC Batman Legends of the Knight
comics £20.00 - £30.00

2130

A quantity of Marvels, Dr Strange & Spiderman
comics etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2131

A quantity of DC Adventure comics £20.00 - £30.00

2132

A quantity of DC Superman comics £20.00 £30.00

2133

A quantity of Action comics £20.00 - £30.00
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2154

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues 3139 Issue 39 is CGC 6.0 £80.00 - £100.00

2155

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues 2130 Issue 21 CGC 7.0 £80.00 - £100.00

2156

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues 1120 £80.00 - £100.00

2157

DC Comics Justice League of America 7 CGC 7.0
£60.00 - £80.00

2158

DC Comics Justice League of America Issues
6,8,9,10 £60.00 - £80.00

2159

DC Comics Justice League of America Issue 5
CGC 6.0 £60.00 - £80.00

2160

DC Comics Justice League of America Issue 4
CGC 5.5 £100.00 - £120.00

2161

DC Comics Justice League of America Issue 3

CGC 6.0 £100.00 - £120.00
2162

DC Comics Justice League of America Issue 2
CGC 6.5 £100.00 - £120.00

2163

DC Comics Justice League of America Issue 1
CGC 4.5 £200.00 - £300.00

2164

DC Comics Brave & Bold Issues 35,42 and 44
Hawkman related £80.00 - £120.00

2165

Marvel Comics Doctor Strange Master of the
Mystic Arts Issues 169-183 (issue 169 has
damage to bottom left, otherwise intact) £40.00 £60.00

2167

8 mint Superman DC comics £20.00 - £30.00

2168

A quantity of DC Superman comics £20.00 £30.00

2169

A quantity of Superman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2170

A quantity of DC comics including Superman,
Flash & Batman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2171

A quantity of Justice League America comics
£20.00 - £30.00

£20.00 - £30.00
2193

7 Lois Lane comics £20.00 - £30.00

2194

A quantity of Green Lantern comics (mixed)
£20.00 - £30.00

2195

A quantity of comics including Superman, Mystery
in Space & Black Panther etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2196

A Blackhawk comic No: 216 £20.00 - £30.00

2197

A Blackhawk comic No: 215 very good condition
£20.00 - £30.00

2198

4 Star Wars Dark Empire comics No's 1 , & 4
£20.00 - £30.00

2199

A quantity of Detective comics £20.00 - £30.00

2200

A mixed lot of comics including Star Wars &
Avengers etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2201

A mixed lot of comics £20.00 - £30.00

2202

A mixed lot of comics £20.00 - £30.00

2203

A mixed lot of comics £20.00 - £30.00

2204

A quantity of assorted comics including Strangers
in Paradise, Shade & The Changing Man etc.
£20.00 - £30.00

2172

A quantity of Justice League America comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2173

A quantity of Justice League America comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2205

3 Secret Agent comics in good condition £20.00 £30.00

2174

A quantity of Justice League America comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2206

A quantity of used Tiger comics £20.00 - £30.00

2207

A quantity of Justice League America comics
£20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of Roy of the rovers comics £20.00 £30.00

2208

A quantity of used Lion comics £20.00 - £30.00

2176

A quantity of Starlog magazines £20.00 - £30.00

2209

2177

A quantity of Starlog magazines £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of anniversary DC comics in excellent
condition & 2 Superman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2178

A quantity of price guide books £20.00 - £30.00

2210

2179

A quantity of miscellaneous Previews & comics
etc. £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of Marvel music/DC voices books
£20.00 - £30.00

2211

2180

A quantity of detective comics £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of DC Superman action comics in great
condition £20.00 - £30.00

2181

A quantity of Batman & Robin & Lois Lane comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2212

2 It's terrific comics with astro dart in excellent
condition £20.00 - £30.00

2182

A quantity of DC Strange Adventure comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2213

A quantity of Classics illustrated comics £20.00 £30.00

2183

A good lot of Ragman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2214

A quantity of Classics illustrated comics £20.00 £30.00

2184

A quantity of comics including The Creeper &
House of Mystery etc. (7 in total) £20.00 - £30.00

2215

A quantity of Supermarionation is go comics in
mint condition £20.00 - £30.00

2185

A quantity of Superman comics (12 in total)
£20.00 - £30.00

2216

A quantity of Justice League comics, some in
excellent condition £20.00 - £30.00

2186

A quantity of comics including House of Mystery,
Flash & Doom Patrol £20.00 - £30.00

2217

2187
2188

A quantity of comics including Superman, Terrific,
Wonder Woman & Adventure etc. £20.00 - £30.00 2218
A quantity of Flash comics £20.00 - £30.00

4 books , How to draw, Hero's & Villains,
Understanding comics & Fantatischen Vier, good
condition £20.00 - £30.00

2189

A quantity of Batman comics £20.00 - £30.00

2190

A quantity of comics including Blackhawk &
Aquaman £20.00 - £30.00

2191

A quantity of Jimmy Olsen comics £20.00 - £30.00 2220

2192

A quantity of comics including Lion & Jet etc.

2175
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2219

26

A quantity of Marvel comics including Spider
woman, MS. Marvel, Avengers & Spiderman etc.
Very good condition £20.00 - £30.00
A hard backed Beano Vol 1 & Christmas Beano
1967 in good condition £20.00 - £30.00
3 Annuals for girls including Judy 1969 & 1970 &
Jackie 1976 £20.00 - £30.00

2221

2 Superman annuals & a Superman colouring
book, in good condition £20.00 - £30.00

2246

A quantity of Quantum Leap comics in very good
condition £20.00 - £30.00

2222

A quantity of Flash comics in excellent condition
(14 in total) £20.00 - £30.00

2247

A quantity of Badlands comics etc. £20.00 £30.00

2223

An assortment of children's comics including
Mickey Mouse, Harvey Toon & Mutt & Jeff etc
£20.00 - £30.00

2248

A quantity of comics including Turok,& Justice
League etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2249

2224

A quantity of S R Bissettes Tyrant comics 1 - 4 in
sequence, in excellent condition £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of comics including Spiderman &
Martha Washington goes to war etc. £20.00 £30.00

2225

3 Adventure comics & a Teen Titans comic in
good condition £20.00 - £30.00

2250

A quantity of comics including Action & Metalman
etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2226

A quantity of Stranger in Paradise comics all in
good condition £20.00 - £30.00

2251

An original movie for Star Wars A New Hope 1997
ONE SHEET STYLE A £1,000.00 - £1,200.00

2227

A quantity of The Nam comics in excellent
condition £20.00 - £30.00

2252

3 Italian Star Wars posters £100.00 - £150.00

2253

3 Japanese Star Wars posters £30.00 - £50.00

2228

A quantity of comics including Superman &
Aquaman etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2254

2229

A quantity of DC Challengers of the unknown
comics £20.00 - £30.00

2230

A quantity of Superman, The man of steel
comics(7 comics) in very good condition £20.00 £30.00

Star Wars related 3 Limited Edition Retro
Draughtsman Kenner Relates Prints including
Interceptor, Vader Tie-Fighter and X-Wing and a
Tatoojne print £30.00 - £40.00
A movie poster One Million Years BC starring
Raquel Welch approx 27" x 40" £20.00 - £30.00

2231

A quantity of Superman action comics £20.00 £30.00

2232

A quantity of used Lion & Tiger comics etc.
£20.00 - £30.00

2233
2234
2235
2236

2255
2256

Aliens, Predator and Terminator comics - 20
comics including Aliens Genocide, T2, Predators
etc £10.00 - £20.00

2257

A quantity of used comics including Spiderman &
Forever People etc. £20.00 - £30.00

Marvel comics a mixed lot of comics some Silver
Age including Strange Tales 131, Fantastic Four
68, Amazing Spider-man etc £20.00 - £30.00

2258

A quantity of good & used Forever People &
marvel comics etc. £20.00 - £30.00

A collection of approx 50 comics including Teen
Titans Spotlight, Silver Age etc £20.00 - £30.00

2259

A quantity of Lion & Thunder comics £20.00 £30.00

DC Comics approx 21 issues including 1970s
Supergirl, Secret Origins etc £20.00 - £30.00

2260

A quantity of Batman comics in very good
condition £20.00 - £30.00

DC Comics approx 23 issues including1970s
Batman etc £20.00 - £30.00

2261

JFK related comics including Conspiracy Theory,
The Red Diaries, Marilyn Monroe Personality
Classics £10.00 - £20.00

2262

A large collection of Indie comics including Images
Spawn, Pitt, The Prisoner Books A,B,C, D, From
Hell etc approx 60 issues £20.00 - £30.00

2237

A quantity of The Simpsons comics in very good
condition £20.00 - £30.00

2238

A mixed lot of different titles of Batman comics
£20.00 - £30.00

2239

7 Batman comics in very good condition. £20.00 2263
£30.00

2240

A quantity of Batman & Black Knight comics in
very good condition £20.00 - £30.00

2241

A quantity of The adventures of Superman comics
etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2242

A quantity of comics including Superman &
detective comics etc. in good condition £20.00 £30.00

2243

A quantity of Detective comics including
Superman £20.00 - £30.00

2244

A quantity of comics including Action, Cat Woman 2267
& Two Faced etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2245

A selection of good comics including The Hulk,
Showcase & The Thing etc. £20.00 - £30.00
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2264

DELL and Cowboy comics including Combat, The
Monoroes, The Green Hornet 2 £20.00 - £30.00

2265

DC Comics A good collection of mainly Silver Age
and some Bronze Age comics including House of
Mystery, Worlds Finest, Tomhwak, Showcase 60
etc £30.00 - £40.00

2266

A Whitman Batman Colouring Book unused
£10.00 - £20.00

2268
27

DC Comics Batman and Superman comics
including The Brave and the Bold 85, 113, Batman
164 etc £30.00 - £40.00

A mixed collection of comics including Tornado 3,
Mad, 2000 AD, Amazing Suspense Stories etc
£20.00 - £30.00
A wall of comics mainly DC from Silver Age to
modern £20.00 - £30.00

2269

A wall of comics mainly DC from Silver Age to
modern £20.00 - £30.00

2270

A good collection of Marvel Comics including
some 1970s Conan, X-Force, Cable, Fantastic
Four, Amazing Spier-man etc £20.00 - £30.00

3001
3002

3026

An 18ct yellow gold diamond and sapphire
wishbone ring, size O, total 2.4 grams. £80.00 £120.00

3027

A diamond set marquise shaped ring with channel
cut shoulders, marked 925. Size M. £80.00 £120.00

A silver marcasite and enamel bee brooch. £25.00
- £35.00
3028
A Vivienne Westwood pendant necklace on chain.
£20.00 - £30.00
3029

3003

A hall marked silver vesta case. £20.00 - £30.00

3004

A silver enamel and ruby panelled brooch. £50.00 - 3030
£70.00
A silver bracelet set probably epidote stones with 3031

3005

what looks like a Dublin 1967 hall mark together
with a silver coin bracelet (1 x 6d and 6 x 3d, but
links not silver). £30.00 - £50.00
3006

A silver marcasite dog brooch set with ruby
coloured eyes. £25.00 - £35.00

A yellow gold and diamond halo style pendant
necklace. £130.00 - £150.00
A 14k white gold ring, size N, total 2.5 grams.
£40.00 - £60.00
A pair of 18ct white gold aquamarine and diamond
earrings of 1.5ct. £360.00 - £400.00
A pair of silver 'Versace' style lion mask cuff links
with ruby eyes. £45.00 - £55.00

3032

An 18ct white gold pear shaped sapphire and
diamond pendant necklace of 45 pts. £220.00 £250.00

3033

A 18ct yellow gold diamond and sapphire ring,
size M half, total 2.9 grams. £250.00 - £280.00

3034

A 9ct yellow gold diamond flower head style ring,
size L.. £150.00 - £180.00

3007
3008

2 silver bangles. £20.00 - £30.00
A pair of freshwater pearl stud earrings on silver
posts. £15.00 - £25.00

3009

A silver ring and a white metal ring. £20.00 - £30.003035

3010

2 ladies dress rings. £20.00 - £30.00

3011

A silver and CZ line bracelet. £60.00 - £80.00

3036

A 9ct yellow gold diamond set daisy ring, size N.
£140.00 - £160.00

3012

A pair of pear shaped opal stud earrings. £20.00 - 3037
£30.00

A 9ct yellow gold single stone diamond ring, size
O. £120.00 - £150.00

3013

A pair of silver pendant earrings and a pair of silver 3038
screw earrings. £20.00 - £30.00

A silver and enamel Louis Wain style cat pendant
necklace with ruby eyes. £40.00 - £60.00

3014

A diamond and ruby ring in yellow gold, size N,
2.1 grams. £75.00 - £95.00

3039

3015

A 6 stone white gold floral diamond ring, size M,
total 2.8 grams. £50.00 - £80.00

A yellow gold diamond shaped ring with multiple
diamonds, size J, total 2.4 grams. £100.00 £150.00

3040

3016

A pair of silver and freshwater pearl owl shaped
earrings. £25.00 - £35.00

A silver Renaissance style pendant necklace set
with semi precious stones. £40.00 - £60.00

3041
A 9ct gold ring (375) set amethyst coloured stone,
size O, total 1.6 grams. £30.00 - £50.00
3042
A seven stone diamond ring, size L, total 2.7
grams. £50.00 - £80.00
3043

An 18ct white gold 3 stone diamond ring of 35 pt.
size Q, total 3.5 grams. £170.00 - £190.00

3017
3018
3019

An open link full eternity ring, size M. £220.00 £250.00

An 18ct white gold 20pt diamond / 75 pt ruby ring,
size N, total 3.3 grams. £250.00 - £280.00
A 14ct yellow gold impressive diamond cluster
ring, 2cts approx. size O. £750.00 - £850.00

A 9ct gold ring set amber coloured stone, size N,
total 3.1 grams. £30.00 - £50.00

3044

3020

A pair of silver and marcasite art deco style
earrings. £40.00 - £60.00

A substantial yellow gold gents diamond ring, size
S. £750.00 - £850.00

3045

3021

A pair of silver cuff links in the form of horse shoes
set with rubilites. £40.00 - £60.00

An Impressive pair of yellow gold sapphire and
diamond earrings in the art deco style. £750.00 £850.00

3022

A 3 stone 20pt 18ct yellow gold diamond ring, size 3046
N, total 2.5 grams. £75.00 - £95.00

A mixed lot of mainly a/f jewellery including silver.
£20.00 - £30.00

3023

A pair of unusual 'All seeing eye' silver stud
earrings. £15.00 - £25.00

3047

3024

A 9ct gold ring set pale blue stone (stone is
scratched), size N, total 3.1 grams. £40.00 £60.00

An 1887 Queen Victoria coin on a silver chain
together with a fine silver chain, 57 grams in total.
£30.00 - £50.00

3048

A 9ct gold neck chain and a 9ct gold bracelet. 5.5
grams. £40.00 - £60.00

3049

A 9ct gold Albert chain with attached Pentagram
fob. 21.3 grams. £50.00 - £80.00

3025

A silver and CZ 'Chanel' pendant necklace. CC &
chain are both marked 925 £30.00 - £50.00
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3050
3051
3052
3053

A 9ct gold ring set turquoise coloured stones, size
S. Total weight 3.4 grams. £30.00 - £50.00
3076
An 18ct gold ring set 3 opals, size P, total weight
1.8 grams. £30.00 - £50.00
3077
A 22ct gold wedding ring, size N, 2 grams. £30.00
- £50.00
3078
An 18ct gold ring set amethysts and diamonds,
size W, total weight 3 grams. £40.00 - £60.00
3079

£50.00 - £80.00
A circa 1930's/40's diamond twist ring in 18ct gold
and platinum, size L half. £150.00 - £180.00
A stone set ring in 9ct gold, size P half. £70.00 £90.00
A ladies Rotary wrist watch in yellow metal, in
working order. £70.00 - £90.00
A pair of amethyst ear pendants set in 9ct gold
with shepherd's hook fittings. £80.00 - £120.00

3054

A 9ct gold signet ring, size X, 4 grams. £20.00 £30.00

3080

3055

A 9ct gold bangle a/f and a 9ct gold ring (missing
some stones) £20.00 - £30.00

A marquesite bracelet set in silver with an onyx
centre stone. £70.00 - £90.00

3081

3056

A tall Lladro figure of a lady. £20.00 - £30.00

A multi gem pendant and chain in silver. £80.00 £100.00

3057

An art deco style figure by Nadal. £30.00 - £50.00 3082

3058

A Lladro figure group of a couple in evening dress.
£30.00 - £50.00
3083

A pair of vintage yellow metal tassle earrings with
gold shepherds hook fittings. £70.00 - £90.00

3059

A NAO figure of a young peasant girl. £15.00 £25.00

3060

A 9 piece Rosenthal bunny family. £25.00 - £35.00

3061

A Royal Doulton figure 'Darling', HN1319 with
handwritten back stamp, (hairline crack to base).
£15.00 - £25.00

3062
3063

3064

A Royal Doulton figurine 'The Mask Seller',
HN2013. £25.00 - £35.00

3066

A crystal decanter and 6 wine goblets. £20.00 £30.00

3068

A vintage Charles Horner enamel brooch, Chester
1911. £60.00 - £80.00

3085

A quantity of jewellery including some silver items.
£50.00 - £80.00

3086

A purple stone set bracelet in silver. £50.00 £70.00

3087

An ornate gold work ring set with a blue stone in
9ct gold, fancy openwork shoulders, 8.9 grams,
size K half. £250.00 - £300.00

Two Royal Doulton figurines 'Top 'o the Hill'
Hn1834 and 'Autumn Breezes' HN 1934. £20.00 - 3089
£30.00
A crystal decanter and 6 wine goblets. £20.00 £30.00

3067

3084

A Royal Doulton figurine 'Faith', HN4151, 1999
(Sold in support of breast cancer charities). £15.00
- £25.00
3088

3065

A cultured pearl and topaz set ring in 9ct gold,
size N. £120.00 - £150.00

An almandine garnet gem set ring in an oval shape
in 9ct gold, size O. £160.00 - £180.00
An oval smoky quartz stone ring dated London
1970's, 4 grams, size N half. £140.00 - £160.00

3090

A Georgian watch key set with a hard stone
together with a fob seal (fob featuring birds on an
island). £120.00 - £150.00

3091

A large bag of assorted costume jewellery,
approximately 3.5 kilos. £10.00 - £20.00

A crystal decanter and 6 cocktail glasses. £20.00 £30.00
3092

An amber pendant on gold chain and a yellow
metal chain. £20.00 - £30.00

A glass stork, a glass owl, a glass frog, 2 glass
swans, 2 glass candle holders (1 a.f) and a
porcelain rose on glass stem. £20.00 - £30.00

3093

A yellow metal locket, cross and chain. £10.00 £20.00

3069

A WW1 medal to:- 30047, Pte F Murgatroyd
M.G.C. £20.00 - £30.00

3094

A Shell cameo brooch of female profile. £20.00 £30.00

3070

A WW1 1914/18 star to:- 7094 Pte A Matthews,
East Yorkshire regiment. £20.00 - £30.00

3095

A modern silver charm bracelet and a Pandora
style bracelet. £15.00 - £25.00

3071

A South Atlantic medal with rosette to:- A E M (R) 3096
I P. A. Finney D155714A, 826 squadron. £400.00 £600.00
3097

A Chanel brooch, a pair of opal earrings and a
silver ring with large red stone. £10.00 - £20.00

3072

2 boards of 56 collar dogs and approximately 30
collar dogs and shoulder titles. £40.00 - £60.00

3098

A metal bust marked AMVP3NH 83. £15.00 £25.00

3073

7 boards containing 102 British military cap
badges. £300.00 - £400.00

3099

A Portmerion jardiniere. £15.00 - £25.00

3074

A Scottish banded agate brooch in white metal
mount, circa 1940's. £50.00 - £80.00

3100

A cased brass microscope. £40.00 - £60.00

3101

3075

A vintage diamond 3 stone ring in 9ct gold, size L.

A bisque figure of a chimney sweep. £15.00 £25.00

3102

A Royal Crown Derby fish with gold stopper and a
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A Victorian copper kettle. £15.00 - £25.00

Royal Crown Derby tortoise with no stopper.
£20.00 - £30.00

3130

A mixed lot of games, dominoes, playing cards
etc., £15.00 - £25.00

3103

2 Royal Doulton figurines, Victoria HN2471 and
Melanie HN2271. £25.00 - £35.00

3131

A mixed lot of letter openers, knives etc., £15.00 £25.00

3104

A brass ship's clock. £20.00 - £30.00

3132

3105

A brass miner's lamp. £20.00 - £30.00

Twelve die cast cars and 2 plastic aircraft. £20.00 £30.00

3106

An art deco figure table lamp, needs re-wiring.
£70.00 - £90.00

3133

3107

A pair of signed oriental pomegranate vases hand
3134
painted with birds, both a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
3135
An aluminium Kellogg's shop display cabinet

A mixed lot of carved wood items including oriental
bases, carved jug & cup, horse etc., £20.00 £30.00

3108

advertising sign. £45.00 - £55.00
3109

3110

A 9ct gold fob (5.1g), a 9ct gold fob (6.6g), a gold
ring (2.7g), a silver fob (7.4g) and an RAF badge.
£80.00 - £120.00

Two brass cherub candlesticks. £10.00 - £20.00
A Victorian brass drayman bar top gas lighter.
£75.00 - £95.00

3136

5 metal animals - 2 greyhounds, mountain goats,
duck and Pegasus. £20.00 - £30.00

3137

A pair of chrome art deco style wall lights. £25.00 £35.00

A matching necklace and earrings, a bakelite
necklace and a gold coloured chain necklace with 3138
stone. £10.00 - £20.00

A large scale stationery steam engine. £20.00 £30.00

3111

A mixed lot of costume jewellery. £10.00 - £20.00

3139

3112
3113

26 assorted souvenir spoons. £15.00 - £25.00
3 oriental carved bone handles. £10.00 - £20.00

A rare second edition "India's Case for Swaraj" by
Mahatma Ghandi, 1931-1932. £30.00 - £50.00

3140

3114

A selection of plated wine labels. £10.00 - £20.00

"The Popular Handbook of Indian Birds" by Hugh
Whistler, 4th Edition, 1949. £10.00 - £20.00

3115

5 cast metal figures. £15.00 - £25.00

3141

A 1959 German edition "Jawaharlal Nehru" signed
by the author Fritz Wartenweiler. £10.00 - £20.00

3116

A mixed lot of old tins, thimbles etc., £15.00 £25.00

3142

A first edition 1908 Metaphysics in German.
£10.00 - £20.00

3117

A mixed lot including volt metes, corkscrew,
Acme whistle etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3143

A mixed lot of jewellery including some silver.
£20.00 - £30.00

3118

A mixed lot of UK and foreign coins. £10.00 £20.00

3144

A miscellaneous lot including some silver. £10.00 £20.00

3119

A mixed lot of UK coins. £10.00 - £20.00

3145

3120

Six 'First Man in Space' 30th anniversary medals,
Yuri Gagarin, with certificate of authenticity.
£20.00 - £30.00

A mixed lot of old cigarette lighters. £10.00 £20.00

3146

Six 'First Man in Space' 30th anniversary medals,
Yuri Gagarin, with certificate of authenticity.
£20.00 - £30.00

3 boxed space flights & science 2" x 2" sets of
slides together with 8mm Apollo Men on the Moon
film etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3147

Six 'First Man in Space' 30th anniversary medals,
Yuri Gagarin, with certificate of authenticity.
£20.00 - £30.00

A good selection of Football world cup 8mm films
including 1966 world cup final, 1958 world cup
final, Pele prince of soccer etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3148

5 Man on the Moon colourslide sets. £10.00 £20.00

3123

Seven Alex Leonov silver medallions with
certificates of authenticity. £20.00 - £30.00

3149

3124

A tin of assorted costume jewellery. £15.00 £25.00

A rare Nasa film in canister "The Space Shuttle
Approach and Landing", Dryden Research Centre.
£20.00 - £30.00

3150

3125

An inlaid box and contents including badges, baby
teether, pendant watch etc., £15.00 - £25.00

A selection of children's 8mm films & cartoons
including Tom & Jerry, Walt Disney etc., £10.00 £20.00

3126

A mixed lot of pendants and earrings. £15.00 £25.00

3151

3127

A mixed lot of old tools etc., including spirit levels,
scales etc., £15.00 - £25.00
3152

A good selection of 8mm films including Charlie
Chaplin, Laurel & Hardy, Science Fiction etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

3121

3122

3128
3129

6 vintage whistles including bosun's, Acme Boy
Scouts etc., £20.00 - £30.00

3153

A Russian stop watch and a compass. £15.00 £25.00
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A good selection of Fireball XL5 and Stingray 8mm
films. £10.00 - £20.00
A box of approximately 2000 loose cigarette cards
from a variety of manufacturers including Player's,
Will's, Gallaher and Carreras. £35.00 - £45.00

3154

A superb 1937 edition of John James Audubon
Birds of America. £40.00 - £60.00

3177

2 oriental brass vases and a brass jardiniere.
£15.00 - £25.00

3155

Space 1999 ATV and Bassett collector's cards
including Stingray and Space Patrol. £10.00 £20.00

3178

10 items of coloured glass. £15.00 - £25.00

3179

A Victorian copper kettle. £15.00 - £25.00

3180

A brass Aladdin oil lamp. £15.00 - £25.00

3181

A framed and glazed print entitled Alexei Leonov's
'First Walk' hand signed, numbered and
remarqued lithograph. £30.00 - £50.00

3156

A selection of UFO confectionery cards by Anglo
and Bassett. £10.00 - £20.00

3157

A large selection of Thunderbirds collector's cards
by Somportex Confectionery including Barrett &
3182
Co., £10.00 - £20.00

3158

3159

3160

A selection of 1960's Batman National Periodical
publications including collector's cards and 2
comic books. £10.00 - £20.00
A selection of Bubble gum and confectionery
cards including The Man From Uncle, The
Monkees, Captain Scarlet, Tarzan, Man on the
Moon etc., £10.00 - £20.00
A Mahatma Ghandi Death Day Cover, 11 Jan 66.
£20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of doorstops and a key rack. £10.00 £20.00

3183

A vintage Halda taxi meter. £10.00 - £20.00

3184

A Ceramic box 'Daisy Daisy'. £25.00 - £35.00

3185

A model aircraft on a map of Australia stand.
£10.00 - £20.00

3186

3 Wade pipe stands and a Wade ashtray. £10.00 £20.00

3187

A large Greek style ceramic vase. £20.00 - £30.00

3188
2 sets of JFK Assassination 'A Day That Changed
3189
The World' Freedom Press collector's cards.
£10.00 - £20.00
3190
A large selection of Brooke Bond Tea collector's
cards. £15.00 - £25.00
3191
Dick Francis "Odds Against" first edition 1965 in
3192
dust jacket, signed Dick Francis on title page.
£50.00 - £80.00

A pastel portrait of a small child. £10.00 - £20.00

3164

James Hilton "Goodbye Mr Chips" signed first
edition 1934 in dust jacket (Dust jacket has tears
and chipping). £150.00 - £180.00

3193

A 25 x 30 mm Four draw brass telescope. £15.00 £25.00

3194

3165

Five old £1 notes and 2 old £5 notes together with
some coins. £15.00 - £25.00

A mixed lot of jewellery and watches etc., £10.00 £20.00

3161

3162
3163

3166

3167

3195
Approximately 30 assorted badges including
3196
Stingray, Thunderbirds, The Prisoner etc., £20.00 £30.00
A vintage railway timekeeper pocket watch and a 3197
cast iron Orient Express money box, both a/f.
£15.00 - £25.00

3168

A quantity of glass marbles. £10.00 - £20.00

3169

4 old £5 notes, 3 old £1 notes and 11 old 10/notes. £20.00 - £30.00

3170

A vintage Diana air pistol, (wooden grip cracked).
£20.00 - £30.00

3171

An antique rifle. £40.00 - £60.00

3172

32 boxed Matchbox models including superfast
and a quantity of unboxed models. £100.00 £150.00

A table lamp with shade. £10.00 - £20.00
A brass jam pan, a pair of brass vases and a pair
of brass candlesticks. £20.00 - £30.00
3 mantel clocks. £15.00 - £25.00
Film footage of Ralph Bunche 'Political Scientist',
First African American to receive the Nobel Peace
Prize. £10.00 - £20.00

The Common Indian Bird Book. £20.00 - £30.00
An album of cigarette cards including celebrities,
coats of arms, birds, reptiles etc., £20.00 - £30.00
A collection of XLS cards with some duplicates.
£10.00 - £20.00

3198

A mixed selection of confectionary collector's
cards including Superman, The Black Hole,
Weetabix Conquest of Space, etc., £20.00 £30.00

3199

A mixed lot of badges and medals. £10.00 - £20.00

3200

A quantity of 1970's Indian first day covers. £10.00
- £20.00

3201

2 Owls with chicks and 3 owl chicks on branch.
£15.00 - £25.00

3202

A Juliana collection owl with chick. £15.00 - £25.00

A Football Association chart with whistle, 1953-54 3203
and 1955 - 56 FA year books, The Sunday Times 3204
History of the World cup etc., £15.00 - £25.00

4 Leonardo barn owls. £20.00 - £30.00

3174

17 items of Wade including Whimsies. £10.00 £20.00

3205

A Juliana collection horse pulling plough. £20.00 £30.00

3175

A mixed lot including vintage spectacles, glass
salts etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3206

3 large owl figures. £20.00 - £30.00

3207

A large owl and an owl planter. £15.00 - £25.00

3176

A mixed lot of UK coins. £10.00 - £20.00

3173

BidMaster Office

31

A Leonardo 'Country Life' barn owl and one other.
£20.00 - £30.00

3208

5 Leonardo barn owls. £20.00 - £30.00

3238

A framed and glazed Russian cosmonaut photo
and book - Kocmohabt - 5. £15.00 - £25.00

3209

6 Leonardo owl figures. £20.00 - £30.00

3210

4 Leonardo owl groups. £20.00 - £30.00

3239

A framed and glazed Russian cosmonaut photo
with signature. £15.00 - £25.00

3211

4 Valentino collection barn owls. £15.00 - £25.00

3212

3 barn owls. £15.00 - £25.00

3240

A canvas depicting Russian cosmonauts. £10.00 £20.00

3213

8 assorted owl figures. £20.00 - £30.00

3214

3 owl groups and 2 owl door stops. £15.00 - £25.00

3241

An autographed photo of George Lazenby (007),
and an autographed DVD by Alexandra Beastedo.
£10.00 - £20.00

3215

4 Danbury Mint RNLI cottages. £20.00 - £30.00

3216

5 Danbury MInt cottages. £20.00 - £30.00

3242

A comprehensive guide to Soviet orders and
medals and a signed photograph. £15.00 - £25.00

3217

2 Beswick horses including rare 'Head Up' model.
3243
£30.00 - £50.00

3218

2 Beswick horses. £20.00 - £30.00

A signed picture of Patrick McGoohan (The
Prisoner) with certificate of authenticity. £10.00 £20.00

3219

9 miniature cottages including Leonardo. £20.00 - 3244
£30.00

An Apollo 8 lunar mission medallion. £10.00 £20.00

3220

A large Chinese plate. £15.00 - £25.00

3245

3221

2 Royal Doulton figurines 'Janet' Hn1537 and
'Barbara' HN4862. £20.00 - £30.00

3222

2 Royal Doulton figurines, Top o' the Hill HN1834
and Autumn Breezes HN1934, Reg. No. 835666.
£20.00 - £30.00

An autographed copy of "Apollo" book illustrated
with astronaut Alan Bean's (4th man on the moon)
paintings and signed by himself, Charlie Drake,
Edgar Mitchell, Richard Gordon and Walt
Cunningham. £15.00 - £25.00

3246

2 signed copies of "I Have Been To The Village" by
Daniel Q Posin, first edition 1948, introduction by
Einstein. £10.00 - £20.00

3247

2 JFK "Man & President" 8mm movie reels, Castle
Films No. 196. £10.00 - £20.00

3248

"Collecting Gramaphone Records". First edition
1962, signed by Author E.T. Bryant. £10.00 £20.00

3223

A set of Brass scales in oak box. £10.00 - £20.00

3224

A brass compass. £10.00 - £20.00

3225

A1950's Marlines toys Japan tin plate Walt Disney
Pluton. £45.00 - £55.00

3226

An early 20th century novelty inkwell in the form of
a veteran car lamp. £40.00 - £60.00

3227

A silver plated Cutajar Works, Malta, horse and
carriage, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

3249

A ticket stub from Liverpool V Standard De Liege,
27th August 2008. £10.00 - £20.00

3228

3 large glass vases. £10.00 - £20.00

3250

3229

7 pieces of Royal Creamware including clock.
£20.00 - £30.00

"John Lennon Called Me Normal" First edition
signed by Norman "Hurricane" Smith, 2007 and
second autograph by same. £10.00 - £20.00

3230

2 Royal Crown Derby trio's. £20.00 - £30.00

3251

3231

2 Royal Crown Derby dinner plates. £20.00 £30.00

JFK half dollars with certificate of authenticity.
£10.00 - £20.00

3252

3232

6 items of coloured glass. £10.00 - £20.00

A commemorative Apollo-Soyuz space mission
coin, 1975. £10.00 - £20.00

3233

"I Am A Marxist" Lee Harvey Oswald LP
containing the full recording of the famous "Carte
Blance" interview, signed by one of the panelists
Edward Scannell Butler the executive vice
president of Inca. £20.00 - £30.00

3253

"Kennedy A Time Remembered" by Jacques
Lowe, First edition 1983, "signed " page. £10.00 £20.00

3254

A pocket watch by Citron depicting JFK. £10.00 £20.00

3255

Confederate States of America dollars consisting
of $1, $2, $5 and 2 x $100. Authenticity not
known. £20.00 - £30.00

3256

A framed and glazed sampler, Sarah Ann Cullin,
age 11, January 12 1862. £60.00 - £80.00

A Gerry Anderson signed photograph together with
Thunderbirds books, postcards etc., £10.00 £20.00

3257

A framed and glazed Ahlomov photo of Titov with
Krushchev and Gagarin, signed in his native
Russian. £20.00 - £30.00

"November 22 1963" reference guide to JFK
assassination by William E Scott, first edition
signed by the author. £10.00 - £20.00

3258

A boxed set of Russian space related matches,
28 boxes in all. £20.00 - £30.00

A signed photograph of astronaut John Glenn and
Trip to the Moon publication. £10.00 - £20.00

3259

A signed letter from the late Lord Mountbatten

3234

3235
3236

3237

A framed and glazed "Nuclear Arms Reduction
Treaty" Dec. 8 1987, limited edition 266/299
featuring US president Ronald Reagan and
Russian president Mikhail Gorbachev. £20.00 £30.00

BidMaster Office

32

dated 11th March 1975, about Grand Duchess
Anastasia. £10.00 - £20.00
3260
3261

A large quantity of signed Russian cosmonaut
photographs. £15.00 - £25.00

3280

"Rule By Secrecy" by Jim Harris, first edition,
signed by the author and in mint condition. £10.00
- £20.00

3281

Nine Martin Luther King negatives. £10.00 - £20.00

2 copies "Heaven Lies Within Us" by Theos
3282
Bernard with accompanying note signed by author
and dated 5/7/39 £10.00 - £20.00
3283
The Jackie Stewart Story, VHS video signed by
Jackie Stewart. £10.00 - £20.00

6 Gerry Anderson Fireball XL5 metal figures.
£10.00 - £20.00

3263

A signed "Best of Donovan" CD. £10.00 - £20.00

3264

A signed photo of Joe Windley. £10.00 - £20.00

3265

A promo photo of Tom Petty and the Heartbreaker
with Carl Perkins plus accompanying slide, Jan 25 3285
1997. £10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of cricket ephemera including signed
Australian team miniature cricket bat, team
postcards etc. £10.00 - £20.00

3266

A large quantity of Apollo astronaut photo's some
signed but not authenticated. £10.00 - £20.00

3286

3267

A signed letter from Indian prime minister Nehru
and other Nehru ephemera. £10.00 - £20.00

In Praise Of Toadstools vols 1 & 2 by Suzanne
Lucas with many colour plates. £30.00 - £50.00

3287

J F Kennedy photographs, some framed and
glazed including memorial. £10.00 - £20.00

3268

2 books - Hehru and Indira Ghandi, a date
stamped postcard 26/01/66 and ephemera
signature of Jawaharla Nehru. £10.00 - £20.00

3288

A comprehensive lot of Indian photographs from
the 1960's. £10.00 - £20.00

3269

3289
A quantity of approximately 200 Indian stamps
and a GPO first day cover of Ghandi centenary 13
Aug 1969. £10.00 - £20.00
3290

3262

3270

A book and 3 first day covers relating to Russian
space travel, 2 signed. £10.00 - £20.00

3271

A good collection of Russian metal and enamel
lapel badges relating to space travel. £10.00 £20.00

3272

Correspondence from Mr & Mrs Nehru dated
Nov/DEc 1963, some relating to JFK
assassination, signed but not authenticated and
other Nehru ephemera. £10.00 - £20.00

3284

A large quantity of Martin Luther King ephemera
including books, newspapers, LP's etc., £20.00 £30.00

12 large slides for overhead projector use of
Shuttle etc., NASA form 682, January 82. Some
individually numbered. £10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of NASA overhead projector slides.
£10.00 - £20.00
A mixed lot of magazines, photographs and
ephemera relating to Lal Bahadur Shastri (19041966) one of India's prime ministers. £10.00 £20.00

3291

A JFK book, rare magazine, Declaration of
Independence record etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3292

6 books on Mahatma Gandhi. £10.00 - £20.00

3293

A collection of photographs relating to Indira
Ganghi. £10.00 - £20.00

3294
"The Wicked Wit of Winston Churchill, first edition
2001 and a black and white photo of Churchill.
3295
£10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of film studio promotion photographs,
press releases etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3274

A Very Rare "Communism and Communists"
booklet by M K Ghandi, first edition of 10,000
copies, August 1959. In excellent condition.
£20.00 - £30.00

3296

3 books entitles 'European Carpets'. 'Rugs &
Carpets of the Orient' and 'Techniques of Rug
Weaving'. £10.00 - £20.00

3275

Jawaharlal Nehru "The Unity of India", 3rd edition
1948, signed Nehru but not authenticated. £10.00 £20.00

3297

A Lamp for India, The Story of Madame Pandit by
Robert Hardy Andrews, signed by the author.
£10.00 - £20.00

3276

Autobiography of Ravi Chankar, mint and boxed
with introduction by George Harrison, limited
edition 27/2000, signed by Ravi Shankar and "In
Celebration 4 CD box set. £20.00 - £30.00

3298

Various photographs and ephemera relating to
JFK from the Robert L White collection. £10.00 £20.00

3299

A quantity of JFK assassination newspapers,
photographs etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3273

3277

A large quantity of Apollo astronaut photo's, some
3300
signed but not authenticated. £10.00 - £20.00

3278

A pair of Russian Prismatic 7 x 50 binoculars in
excellent condition and in original box. £20.00 £30.00

3279

3301

A Russian publication "Human in Space" signed
by 6 cosmonauts and with certificate of
authenticity. £20.00 - £30.00

BidMaster Office

33

2 videos and 4 books relating to Mahatma Gandhi.
£10.00 - £20.00

A 1963 newspaper 'Death of Nehru', Time
Magazine, photographs etc., £10.00 - £20.00
Pablo Picasso lithographic print (Mourlot) circa
1959, Eric Gill female nude engraving circa 1938,
2 x Elisabeth Frink lithographic prints circa 1975,
2 x Henry Moore Shelter prints circa 1940, Paul
Klee print, Salvador Dali Print circa 1953, Henri
Matisse print circa 1935. 9 in total all mounted but

unframed, approx overall sizes 16 x 12 inches.
Cellophane wrapped. £20.00 - £30.00
3302

3303

3304

3305

Gallery poster print etc. £20.00 - £30.00

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Collection of 6 prints
Vollard suite mainly nudes circa 1956. All
mounted but unframed, approx overall sizes 16 x
12 inches. Cellophane wrapped. £20.00 - £30.00
Andy Warhol (1928-1987) Lithographic print
Mickey Mouse (Myths), published by Neues New
York in association with the Andy Warhol
foundation. £20.00 - £30.00

3316

A collection of photographs of various Indian leader
post Smastri. £10.00 - £20.00

3317

A collection of photographs of various American
presidents including Carter, Nixon etc., £10.00 £20.00

3318

In Praise Of Toadstools vols 1 & 2 by Suzanne
Lucas with many colour plates. £30.00 - £50.00

3319

A full set of 72 Thunderbird collector's cards.
£30.00 - £50.00

Second world war poster 'Back them up!' ''
Hurricanes of the Royal air force co-operating with 3320
the Russian air force'' Crown copyright material in
the public records office, reproduced for the
3321
Telegraph circa 1970s. £20.00 - £30.00
Marc Chagall (1887-1985) Modernist figural
lithographic print published in New York printed in
West Germany 1977. Centrefold as issued.
3322
£20.00 - £30.00

3306

Two Cornish School abstract etchings both
entitled St Ives, one artist's proof the other a
limited edition 4/7. From a folio of St Ives boat &
harbour studies. £20.00 - £30.00

3307

Cornish school Signed oil on board painting of
Godrevy lighthouse St Ives circa 1970s by Truro
artist M.W. Taylor. £20.00 - £30.00

3308

Original pastel drawing of a horse racing scene
possibly The Grand National
signed/monogrammed K.R. £20.00 - £30.00

3309

Jean Cocteau (1889-1963) Print entitled 'Les
enfants terribles' stamped and signed in coloured
pencil. No provenance therefore offered as 'after'
Jean Cocteau. £30.00 - £50.00

3324

A mixed lot of badges. £10.00 - £20.00

3325

A collection of mainly JFK ephemera,
photographs, scrapbooks, slides etc., £10.00 £20.00

3326

A good lot of Marilyn Monroe books, video's etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

3327

A roll of film relating to Nikita Kruschev £10.00 £20.00

3328

A mixed lot of Russian ephemera including space
related. £10.00 - £20.00

3311

Salvador Dali (1904-1989) Print entitled 'Study for
the Madonna of Port Lligat' stamped and signed in 3330
coloured pencil No provenance therefore offered as
'after' Salvador Dali. £30.00 - £50.00
3331

3313

3314

3315

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Two plate signed
lithographic prints Exposition Vallauris 1956 and
Vallauris Toros 1956, both published in 1957,
approx overall sizes 20 x 16 inches. Cellophane
wrapped. £30.00 - £50.00

A large quantity of space travel books and
magazines. £10.00 - £20.00
A bronze figure of game hunter with dog. £70.00 £90.00
A boxed as A home made scrap book of
newspaper cuttings including JFK, Beatles, Apollo
etc., £20.00 - £30.00

3333

A boxed as new Steiff Teddy bear, June 2009 with
certificate. £10.00 - £20.00

3334

A quantity of slides relating to Albert Einstien.
£10.00 - £20.00

3335

Various black and white press photo's etc., £10.00
- £20.00

A portfolio of paintings, artist signed prints, limited
editions, prints, including two Louis Wain Cat
3337
prints, abstract painting signed Stuart Asher,
3338
Henry Alken Boxing print/engraving, two Vincent
Haddelsey signed artist's proofs, Raoul Dufy Tate
34

A mixed lot of ephemera relating to Lal Bahadir
Shastri, 1904 - 1966 together with a letter from MP
Dr Karni Singh, signed but not authenticated.
£10.00 - £20.00

3332

Cornish school abstract painting in acrylics
entitled 'Cornish boat & harbour study' signed with 3336
monogram and dated 1982. £20.00 - £30.00

BidMaster Office

"The Importance of Patience" by the Dalai Lama of
Tibet and 2 other books etc., £10.00 - £20.00
A 1969 Year of Gandhi first day cover, a Birthday
date currency note for Lal Bahadir Shastri and
other postal related items. £10.00 - £20.00

W. Sharples Signed impressionist oil on canvas
3329
painting of fishermen and their wives tending their
catch on the harbour circa 1970s. £20.00 - £30.00

After Terry Frost (1915-2003) One printer's proof
and one artist's proof linocut prints abstract boat
shapes , signed but indistinct. Mounted but
unframed, approx overall sizes 20 x 16 inches.
Cellophane wrapped. £20.00 - £30.00

A Gerry Anderson colouring book, a Thunderbird
colouring book, Fireball XL5 & Supercar stationery
sets and 6 copies of Countdown magazine. £20.00
- £30.00

3323

3310

3312

A mixed lot of collector's cards including Fireball
XL5, Thunderbirds etc., £20.00 - £30.00

"Heaven Lies Within Us" first edition 1939, Theos
Bernard AKA "The White Lama" with early black
and white press photo's etc., £10.00 - £20.00
1960's Russian press releases. £10.00 - £20.00
Press photo's including JFK, Nehru etc., £10.00 £20.00

3339

A large lot of books relating to Nehru. £10.00 £20.00

3402

3340

A large lot of books relating to Buddhism,
Hinduism etc., £10.00 - £20.00

A Fender Frontman 15g practice amp. £35.00 £45.00

3403

3341

A collection of Apollo space programme slides,
photo's, ephemera etc. £10.00 - £20.00

A Fender "Hot Rod Deluxe" 40 watt amplifier, as
new with tags. £400.00 - £600.00

3404

An original 1960's Wem copycat. £40.00 - £60.00

3342

3 volumes of Encyclopaedia of Science Fiction
and Fantasy by D H Tuck. £20.00 - £30.00

3405

3343

A collection of White Label rare records editions
for Tuscany Society. £20.00 - £30.00

A left handed USA 360/12 Rickenbacker guitar
with hard case (strings rusty but otherwise good).
£800.00 - £1,200.00

3406

3344

Gandhi film script release book, invitation, LP film
track, photo's etc., £10.00 - £20.00

A Millenium mofel 360 Made in USA Rickenbacker
6 string guitar with genuine hard case in Jetglow
black. £500.00 - £800.00

3345

A box of stamp albums and 3 box files of stamps
including World, Queen Elizabeth II etc., £20.00 £30.00

3407

A 2002 left hand model 370/12 Made in USA
Rickenbacker 12 string guitar with genuine hard
case. £500.00 - £800.00

3346

A good and solid oak coffee table on carved base. 3408
£30.00 - £50.00

A 2000 left hand model 4003 solid body bass with
Rick-o-Sound, Made in USA. £800.00 - £1,200.00

3347

A Victorian black marble mantle clock with ormolu 3409
mounts. £80.00 - £120.00
3410
Approximately 54 piece of Royal Albert affinity
gold pattern tea and dinner ware. £60.00 - £80.00

An Epiphone SG left hand pro guitar with hard
case. £100.00 - £150.00

3348
3349

no. Z0122582, as new. £500.00 - £800.00

A good quality oval wind out dining table with four
chairs. £50.00 - £80.00
3411

A 1999 left hand model 330 Made In USA
Rickenbacker 6 string guitar with genuine hard
case. £400.00 - £600.00
A 2004 left hand model 330/12 Made in USA
Rickenbacker 12 string guitar with hard case.
£400.00 - £600.00

3350

A Viners 44 piece canteen of cutlery. £35.00 £45.00

3351

Approximately 42 pieces of Community cutlery.
£20.00 - £30.00

3352

2 large Creamware dishes and a creamware plate.
3413
£20.00 - £30.00

3353

Approximately 40 assorted books on Albert
Einstein. £20.00 - £30.00

3414

A Martin & Co., 6 string acoustic guitar with hard
case. £20.00 - £40.00

3354

A Genuine Harley Davidson leather jacket, size
XL. £20.00 - £30.00

3415

3355

A pair of large 'Sound Lab' speakers. £80.00 £120.00

A Taylor 614CE electro acoustic guitar (V class
bracing) with hard case. £500.00 - £800.00

3416

3356

A Games Media fruit machine. £30.00 - £50.00

A left hand Dime Bagger Darrell special edition
Dean Flying V guitar with hard case. £500.00 £800.00

3357

A HWN Rocket Mechanical Bank with key tinplate West Germany - firing mechanism
functions well £60.00 - £80.00

3417

A Spider V60 guitar amplifier with build in effects,
in good condition., £30.00 - £50.00

3358

3359

3412

3418
A signed photograph of Russian female
cosmonaut Valentina Tereshkova, another signed
photograph with another astronaut, a signed
3419
certificate of Valentina with Velery Bykovsky, a
photograph with Nikita Kruschev and 5 postcards.
3420
£30.00 - £50.00
A box of vintage planes, scribes etc., £20.00 £30.00

3360

A box of old woodworking planes. £20.00 - £30.00

3361

A box of vintage tools including planes, tape
measures etc., £20.00 - £30.00

3362

A box of old moulding planes. £20.00 - £30.00

3363

A box of good vintage woodworking chisels.
£20.00 - £30.00

3401

A Made In USA Fender Stratocaster lefty, serial

BidMaster Office

35

A left handed Hofner "Beatle Bass" guitar with
original hard case (new old stock). £400.00 £600.00
A USA Gold Gibson "Classic" Les Paul left hand
guitar with original hard case. £400.00 - £600.00

2 framed and glazed Rolling Stones posters,
Raleigh NC July 1 and LG Festival l'Ele De
Quebec July 15. £50.00 - £80.00
A framed and glazed signed Jefferson airplane
poster with 4 signatures. £50.00 - £80.00
2 limited edition Rolling stones zip code poster.
£30.00 - £50.00

3421

A Seagull S6 folk acoustic 6 string guitar with hard
case. £200.00 - £400.00

3422

A quantity of vintage microphones including
Grundig. £20.00 - £30.00

3423

A microphone stand with twin microphones.
£20.00 - £30.00

3424

A Hohner acoustic guitar. £20.00 - £30.00

3425

An Encore Enczon Spanish guitar with soft case,

in good condition. £15.00 - £25.00
3426

A boxed acoustic guitar. £10.00 - £20.00

3427

A GErman Menzenhauer guitar zither. £20.00 £30.00

3428
3429

A large lot of marching band drums. £20.00 £30.00

3459

A good old framed and glazed watercolour. £15.00
- £25.00

3460

A twin light figural table lamp. £30.00 - £50.00

3461

An Alex 'Hurricane' Higgins tribute snooker cue in
case. £20.00 - £30.00

3462

A super quality metal based designer table with
glass top. £20.00 - £30.00

An oak glazed hanging corner cupboard. £20.00 £30.00
3463

A nest of 3 tables with glass tops. £15.00 - £25.00

3430

3 x 1920/1930's double sided posters £20.00 £30.00

3464

A good oak 3 legged stool with carved mouse
(possibly Mouseman). £30.00 - £50.00

3431

A pair of good furnishing prints. £10.00 - £20.00

3465

3432

A period oak linen box. £30.00 - £50.00

A Wood & Son fruit set and a similar pattern tea
set. £20.00 - £30.00

3433

A Victorian inlaid sewing table. £50.00 - £80.00

3466

3434

A carved camphor wood box. £20.00 - £30.00

A good double pedestal writing desk. £50.00 £80.00

3435

An Edwardian hat and coat stand. £20.00 - £30.00

3467

A gilt framed watercolour. £20.00 - £30.00

3436

A satin walnut 2 over 3 chest of drawers. £40.00 £60.00

3468

A pair of oak framed coaching pictures. £20.00 £30.00

3437

An Edwardian 2 door inlaid display cabinet. £40.00
- £60.00

3469

A horn gramaphone with brass horn, in working
order. £40.00 - £60.00

3438

A globe shaped chandelier. £30.00 - £50.00

3470

3439

A Chinese tea set. £20.00 - £30.00

A good pair of deep buttoned spoon back
Grandmother and Grandfather chair. £40.00 £60.00

3440

A 2 drawer 2 door low cabinet. £20.00 - £30.00

3471

A Wurlitzer juke box. £80.00 - £120.00

3441

A good old painting on board. £20.00 - £30.00

3472

3442

A Victorian Bretby style green jardiniere on stand.
£30.00 - £50.00
3473

An Edwardian table in good condition. £20.00 £30.00
An old garden roller. £20.00 - £30.00

3443

A hanging 'Flycatcher' lamp shade. £20.00 - £30.00 3474

An old garden urn. £20.00 - £30.00

3444

A pair of Victorian mahogany bedroom chairs.
£15.00 - £25.00

3475

An old garden urn on stand. £20.00 - £30.00

3476

A large Garden urn on stand. £30.00 - £50.00

3445

A Victorian walnut cabriole leg chair. £20.00 £30.00

3477

A tall garden urn on stand. £20.00 - £50.00

3446

An oak round face Grandfather clock. £80.00 £120.00

3478

A large heavy garden urn on stand. £30.00 - £50.00

3479

A garden urn on stand. £30.00 - £50.00

3447

An Edwardian inlaid music cabinet. £30.00 £50.00

3480

6 various Indian prints. £10.00 - £20.00

3481

A heavy garden urn £20.00 - £30.00

3448

A large oil on board painting. £20.00 - £30.00

3482

A heavy garden urn £20.00 - £30.00

3449

A 3 tier cake stand. £15.00 - £25.00

3483

A pair of garden urn stands. £30.00 - £50.00

3450

A mahogany pot cupboard. £20.00 - £30.00

3484

3451

A Victorian swivel top games table. £40.00 £60.00

An old pine linen box on bracket feet. £30.00 £50.00

3485

A good mahogany hall chair, £20.00 - £30.00

3452
3453

A pair of early 20th century riding boots with trees. 3486
£50.00 - £80.00
3487
A small chest on chest. £30.00 - £50.00

3454

A good Edwardian mahogany coal box complete
with liner and shovel. £20.00 - £30.00

3455

A good working GRandmother clock. £20.00 £30.00

3456

An Anand Singh & Co., 2 fold bellow harmonium.
£30.00 - £50.00

3457

A square free standing bookcase. £20.00 - £30.00

3458

A carved oak nest of tables. £20.00 - £30.00
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An Ercol three piece suite. £80.00 - £120.00
An original signed print entitled Alexei Leonov's
'First Walk' hand signed, numbered and
remarqued lithograph, a newspaper signed and
dated 1965 and a signed Time magazine, 1965.
£40.00 - £60.00

3488

An original signed print entitled Alexei Leonov's
'First Walk' hand signed, numbered and
remarqued lithograph. 42/500 £40.00 - £60.00

3489

A large limited edition framed print 260/500.
£20.00 - £30.00

3490

"Conquest of Space" record Major Yuri Gagarin.

£20.00 - £30.00

3524

The Beatles Complete Compact Disc collection,
limited edition number 000863, 15 discs in total.
£20.00 - £30.00

3525

3 Beatles mugs and 4 Cavern mugs. £20.00 £30.00

A shelf of assorted Beatles LP records. £20.00 £30.00

3526

The Complete lost Lennon tapes volumes 1 - 22.
£20.00 - £30.00

A shelf of assorted music magazines featuring The
Beatles, some with CD's. £15.00 - £25.00

3527

Five assorted Beatles related carrier bags. £10.00 £20.00

3528

!4 Paul McCartney LP Records. £20.00 - £30.00

3529

A case of 16 Beatles Cassette tapes. £20.00 £30.00

3530

The Beatles Anthology on VHS tape. £10.00 £20.00

3531

4 books being: The Complete Beatles Chronicles,
The Beatles Unseen Archives, Here, There and
Everywhere, The Hundred Best Beatles Songs and
Beatles Records on Veejay. £15.00 - £25.00

3490A An original signed print entitled Alexei Leonov's
'First Walk' hand signed, numbered and
remarqued lithograph. 500/500 £40.00 - £60.00
3501
3502
3503

John Lennon Anthology, boxed. £20.00 - £30.00

3504

The Album collection volumes 1 and 2, Please
Please Me and With The Beatls. £20.00 - £30.00

3505

I - Me - Mine by George Harrison. £15.00 - £25.00

3506

Two 300 piece double sided Beatles jigsaw
puzzles in tins, Sgt Peppers Lonely Hearts Club
Band (1 tin still sealed the other tin dented).
£10.00 - £20.00

3507

A cased set of 16 Beatles cassette tapes. £15.00 £25.00

3508

2 Beatles 'Yellow Submarine' 100 piece jigsaw
puzzles. £10.00 - £20.00

3532
3533

3509

A set of 4 Beatles jigsaw puzzles, one completed
but with box and 3 still in boxes. £15.00 - £25.00

22 Beatles 45 rpm records. £15.00 - £25.00
A Yellow Submarine bag, LP, Tote bag, video and
press kit. £15.00 - £25.00

3534

In excess of 50 Beatles Appreciation Society
Magazines, mainly 1980's/90's £15.00 - £25.00

4 Beatles jigsaw puzzles including one completed.
£15.00 - £25.00

3535

The Beatles Ilustrated Lyrics in a puzzle complete
with poster, envelope and answers leaflet. £20.00 £30.00

3536

6 Beatles LP records including Revolver, Abbey
Road, Beatles for Sale, Help, A Hard Days Night
and The Beatles Legendary 'Get Back' radio
broadcast. £20.00 - £30.00

3537

Approximately fifty Beatles CD's. £20.00 - £30.00

3510
3511

A quantity of Beatles VHS videos including boxed
set. £15.00 - £25.00

3512

In excess of 50 Beatles Appreciation Society
Magazines, Mainly 1970's/80's. £15.00 - £25.00

3513

4 Beatles scrap books, (one empty). £10.00 £20.00

3514

6 Beatles ten track mono tapes. £15.00 - £25.00

3515

3538
Three Vinyl LP records being The Beatles First US
visit, The Beatles in Help and The Beatles in A
3539
Hard Days Night. £20.00 - £30.00

3516

Three The Beatles on compact disc being Sgt
Pepper, Abbey Road and a set of 3 Help, Rubber 3540
Soul and Revolver. £30.00 - £50.00

3517

A cased 'The Beatles Collection' on cassette tape.
£20.00 - £30.00

3518

The Beatles Compact disc EP collection. £20.00 - 3541
£30.00
3542
The Beatles compact disc singles collection.
£20.00 - £30.00
3543
The Beatles collection of cassette tape. £20.00 £30.00

3519
3520
3521
3522

3523

Volume 1, All These Years, The Beatles Tune In
by Mark Lewishon. £10.00 - £20.00

3544

The Beatles 'From Cavern to Star-Club'. The
Illustrated Chronicle, Discography and Price guide, 3545
1957 - 1962. £15.00 - £25.00
Five Rock n Roll Comic 'The Beatles Experience', 3546
three Personality Comics presents the Beatles,
New Voice Comics 'Johnny' and The Beatles US
3547
comic. £20.00 - £30.00
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John & Yoko 'The Wedding Album' cassette
complete with posters etc., £20.00 - £30.00
A book entitled 'The Beatles Tune In' by Mark
Lewisohn. £10.00 - £20.00
2 LP records being Paul McCartney 'Flowers in
the Dark' complete with album, 7" single, poster,
family tree, 6 postcards, tour itinerary and bumper
stickers together with John & Yoko, Some time in
New York. £20.00 - £30.00
19 John Lennon CD's. £20.00 - £30.00
18 CD's featurining Paul McCartney, George
Harrison and Ringo Star. £20.00 - £30.00
6 Beatles related books including Liddypool
Birthplace of the Beatles, The Beatles are
Coming, It was Twenty Years Ago today. £15.00 £25.00
A mixed lot of 11 items, Beatles records, carrier
bags, posters etc., £15.00 - £25.00
A John Lennon Wedding Album boxed cassette
set, complete. £30.00 - £50.00
The Beatles "A Hard Days Night" album printed by
E J Day & Co., £20.00 - £30.00
A mixed lot of Beatles Yellow Submarine items

including Yellow Submarine early US comic,
books, CD box set etc., £20.00 - £30.00

CD set. £30.00 - £40.00
3573

Songs by George Harrison books and record set,
illustrated by Keith West, signed by Harrison.
£30.00 - £50.00

3574

Beatles collection boxed set of 13 cassette tapes.
£25.00 - £35.00

3575

4 Beatles boxed CD sets, Sgt Peppers, 67-70,
John Lennon, The Beatles. £30.00 - £50.00

3576

4 boxed CD sets, Sgt Pepper, 62-66, Beatles,
John Lennon. £30.00 - £50.00

3577

4 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £30.00 - £40.00

3578

4 boxed CD sets, Sgt Pepper, The Beatles, Let It
Be, Past Masters Vol 11. £30.00 - £40.00

A boxed Playback book, George Martin. £30.00 £40.00

3579

2 Beatles Christmas singles, LYN 757 and LYN
1360. £30.00 - £40.00

3554

"Summer of Love" making of Sgt Pepper book.
£30.00 - £40.00

3555

Boxed Beatles Tune In book by Mark Lewisohn.
£20.00 - £30.00

3580
3581

Beatles Help boxed book. £10.00 - £20.00
A Beatles 1960's jigsaw puzzle. £20.00 - £30.00

3582

3556

A single by Tony Sheridon and the Beat Brothes
"My Bonnie" and "The Saints". £10.00 - £20.00

4 boxed Beatles CD sets, Magical Mystery,
Beatles, 62-66, 67-70. £20.00 - £30.00

3583

3557

2 Beatles books being Help amd Magical Mystery
3584
Tour. £10.00 - £20.00

A small lot of Beatles paperbacks, some early.
£10.00 - £20.00

3558

4 x 1960's Beatles magazines. Each one covering
3585
a single Beatle. £30.00 - £40.00
A single by Tony Sheridon and the Beat Brothers, 3586
"My Bonnie" and "The Saints". £10.00 - £20.00
3587
Songs by George Harrison, Book and CD,

3548

4 Beatles Jigsaw puzzles, 340 pieces, made by
Nems and a picture. £20.00 - £30.00

3549

8 Beatles Ep's including Early Magical Mystery
Tour, No.1 Beatles, A Hard Days Night etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

3550

2 Beatles fan club Christmas records, LYN 757
and 948. £30.00 - £40.00

3551

A small display unit with all 14 Beatles albums on
cassette. £30.00 - £40.00

3552

4 Beatles jigzaw puzzles, 340 pieces, made by
Nems. £40.00 - £60.00

3553

3559
3560

3561
3562

illustrated by Keith Nest, limited edition, signed by 3588
Harrison. £30.00 - £50.00
3589
A small lot of Beatles and Fab Four solo singles.
£20.00 - £30.00
3590
A boxed book, John Lennon, Somewhere in New
York City. £20.00 - £30.00
3591

4 boxed Beatles CD's, Sgt Pepper, John Lennon,
62-66, 67-90. £30.00 - £40.00
A Beatles singles boxed set. £20.00 - £30.00
A small display case of Beatles CD's, no Revolver
or Help. £10.00 - £20.00
10 Fab Four books. £10.00 - £20.00
The Compleat Beatles book. £10.00 - £20.00
A Beatles Christmas record with photo. £20.00 £40.00
3 Copies of Beatles/Elvis letters, contract,
telegraph. £10.00 - £20.00
A late 1960's Beatles painting, £10.00 - £20.00

3563

A Beatles collection of photo cards by Apple,
1993. £20.00 - £30.00

3592

2 Promo Beatles records, radio broadcast 1986.
£20.00 - £30.00

3564

Liverpool Days and Golden Dreams by Max
Scheler and Astrid Kirchherr £20.00 - £30.00

3593

4 1960's Beatles Jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00

3565

A boxed copy of Hamburg Days, deluxe main
copy. £30.00 - £40.00

3594

2 cases of Beatles cassette tapes. £20.00 - £30.00

3595

A small Beatles mirror. £10.00 - £20.00

3566

A Beatles Help boon and Help laser disc film.
£10.00 - £20.00

3596

3 Beatles boxed CD sets, Let it Be, Red Beatles,
Black Beatles, 62-66. £20.00 - £30.00

3567

A Beatles Yellow Submarine CD boxed set.
£10.00 - £20.00

3597

The Beatles complete CD boxed set. £50.00 £80.00

3568

A small display unit with set of Beatles cassette
tapes. £30.00 - £40.00

3598

7 Russian Beatles albums. £20.00 - £30.00

3599

13 Wings Cassette tapes. £10.00 - £20.00

3569

A Beatles zip carry case with set of 14 cassette
tapes. £20.00 - £30.00

3600

2 Beatles albums, Past Masters and At The BBC.
£10.00 - £20.00

3570

Vollmer Beatles photographic coffee table book.
£20.00 - £30.00

3601

4 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00

3602

3571

Beatles story BBC Production Records on
wavelength. £40.00 - £50.00

A limited edition metal postbox 'Postcards from
the Boys'. £150.00 - £200.00

3603

15 albums by Fab Four. £20.00 - £30.00

3572

A boxed set Beatles complete BBC sessions, 3

3604

A mixed lot of Beatles albums with magazines in
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mint condition. £20.00 - £30.00

3636

Beatles press interview 1964-66 CD's, postcards.
£20.00 - £30.00

3605

4 1960's jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00

3606

2 Marvel 'The Beatles Story'. £20.00 - £30.00

3637

3607

A display case of 16 Beatle cassette tapes.
£20.00 - £30.00

Beatles press interview, 1964-66, CD, postcards.
£20.00 - £30.00

3638

3608

4 Beatles drawings, photo's etc., £10.00 - £20.00

Lennon Anthology 4 CD set and book. £20.00 £30.00

3609

A framed and glazed John & George covers of
Mersey Beat magazine. £10.00 - £20.00

3639

A Beatles complete CD collection. £30.00 - £50.00

3640

3610

A framed and glazed Paul and Ringo Mersey Beat
3641
covers. £10.00 - £20.00

Stuart art and drawing, The 5th Beatle book.
£20.00 - £30.00

3611

3 1960 Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00

3612

3 Beatles Boxed CD sets. £20.00 - £30.00

3613

3 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00

3614

6 Beatles CD boxed sets. £20.00 - £30.00

3615

6 Beatles CD boxed sets. £20.00 - £30.00

3616

6 Beatles CD boxed sets. £20.00 - £30.00

3617

A box of assorted Beatles stamps etc., £20.00 £30.00

3642

8 early Beatles monthly magazines, 4, 2 x 5, 6, 2
x 9, 10, 22. £30.00 - £40.00

3643

George Harrison 'Live in Japan' book and
recordings. £20.00 - £30.00

3644

The Complete Beatles CD collection. £30.00 £50.00

A box of magazines. £20.00 - £30.00

3645

3618

A record case with 15 Beatles albums. £20.00 £30.00

48 Beatles magazines, 1990's to 2000's. £20.00 £30.00

3646

3619

A case of 20 Beatles 8mm and Super 8 films.
£40.00 - £60.00

In excess of 40 Beatles cassette tapes. £20.00 £30.00

3647

A box of Newspapers featuring the Beatles.
£10.00 - £20.00

3620

Two 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles with posters
etc., £30.00 - £40.00

3648

3621

4 Beatles CD set, Sgt Pepper, Past Masters Vol
1, Past Masters Vol 2, Abbey Road. £20.00 £30.00

A John Lennon poster signed by the artist. £10.00 £20.00

3649

A Beatles display case with 14 cassette tapes.
£20.00 - £30.00

3622

A small display unit with set of Beatles cassette
tables, case a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

3650

A box of Beatles single cassette tapes, full
collection. £20.00 - £30.00

3623

A box of Beatles books including Cellar Full of
Noise, Brian Epstein etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3651

4 Beatles CD box sets. £20.00 - £30.00

3652

Ravi Shank 'My Music My Life' book and In New
York. £10.00 - £20.00

3653

A Beatles display case. £20.00 - £30.00

3624

4 Beatless CD boxed sets, Let it Be, Red Box,
Black box, Past Masters Vol 2. £20.00 - £30.00

3625

5 assorted Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00 3654

3626

A framed limited edition photograph of George
Harrison, 52/500. £10.00 - £20.00

3627

A Hard Days Night album possibly signed by all
four Beatles. £100.00 - £200.00

3628

A Cellar Full Of Noise, Brian Epstein, Nov. 1965
UK edition and a copy of Apple to the Core.
£30.00 - £40.00

A mixed lot of Beatles CD's, Band on the Run,
25th Anniversary sealed Beatles Anthology 3.
£10.00 - £20.00

3655

Lennon 'Somewhere in New York' poster. £10.00 £20.00

3656

A Beatles 'At The BBC' booklet. £10.00 - £20.00

3657

A framed and glazed John Lennon photograph.
£20.00 - £30.00

3658

A quantity of Fab Four 8 tracks and videos. £10.00
- £20.00

3629

A Beatles fan club letter together with a card to
John signed Yoko. £20.00 - £30.00

3630

Beat Book One, John Lennon for Guitar and No.3 3659
Teenbeat magazine. £20.00 - £30.00

In excess of 30 mostly 1960's Beatles magazines.
£10.00 - £20.00

3631

A 1960's Beatles colouring book. £20.00 - £30.00

A Beatles record box. £10.00 - £20.00

3632

A Beatles Epic Promo Films video. £20.00 - £30.00 3661

3633

A full set of 60 Beatles cards. £20.00 - £30.00

3634

A Beatles reel to reel tape original singles and
Please Please Me. £20.00 - £30.00

3635

A mixed lot of Beatles, photo's magazines etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00
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3660

Three 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 £30.00

3662

A metal Beatles poster. £10.00 - £20.00

3663

A Beatles in Germany coffee table book. £10.00 £20.00

3664

"Thank You Very Much", Mike McCartney Family

Album, signed, dust cover torn. £20.00 - £30.00

1989, 1990, 1994. £30.00 - £50.00

3665

A mixed lot of DVD's. £10.00 - £20.00

3696

The Elvis CD collection, 1 - 50. £20.00 - £30.00

3666

A mixed lot of Beatles and 1960's photographs.
£10.00 - £20.00

3697

3667

A Summer of Lover Sgt Pepper coffee table book.
£20.00 - £30.00

A replica of the original Elvis birth certificate and
discharge papers front the Gracelands estate, a
Federation of Musicians contract with Colonel Tom
Parker and a Elvis clock. £20.00 - £30.00

3668

A Beatles display case with 14 cassette tapes.
£20.00 - £30.00

3698

A shelf of Elvis cassettes, CD's and other
memorabilia. £10.00 - £20.00

3669

A mixed lot of Beatles albums. £20.00 - £30.00

3699

A shelf of Elvis books. £10.00 - £20.00

3670

In excess of 40 mostly 1990's Beatles magazines. 3700
£10.00 - £20.00
In excess of Beatles magazines from 1975 -1996, 3701

3671

Beatles monthly and Appreciation society. £20.00 £30.00
3702

A quantity of Elvis books including scrap book
1935-1977. £20.00 - £30.00
A quantity of Elvis hardback and paperback
books. £10.00 - £20.00
A quantity of Elvis LP records. £10.00 - £20.00

3672

Four 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 £30.00

3703

An Elvis poster and an Elvis 1981 calendar.
£10.00 - £20.00

3673

In excess of 40 Beatles magazines including
appreciation society, 78-81. £20.00 - £30.00

3704

A quantity of Elvis videos. £10.00 - £20.00

3705

A case of Elvis LP records. £10.00 - £20.00

3674

An Elvis Presley jacket. £20.00 - £30.00

3706

A box of Beatles magazines etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3675

A mixed lot of Beatles Fab Four videos. £10.00 £20.00

3707

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3676

A mixed lot of Beatles Cassette tape singles.
£20.00 - £30.00

3708

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3677

A display case of 14 Beatles cassette tapes.
£20.00 - £30.00

3709

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3678

A Beatles complete CD set. £30.00 - £50.00

3710

3679

Six 'From Liverpool' The beatles box cassette set.
£30.00 - £40.00
3711
A quantity of Beatles books and magazines.
£10.00 - £20.00
3712

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3680

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00
The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3681

A Beatles Help deluxe DVD set. £10.00 - £20.00

3682

A mixed lot of Lennon and McCartney tapes.
£20.00 - £30.00

3713

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3683

5 Beatles coffee table books. £20.00 - £30.00

3714

3684

A Beatles complete scores book.

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3685

A boxed set of Beatles tapes. £20.00 - £30.00

3715

3686

A mixed lot of Beatles tapes. £30.00 - £40.00

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3687

A 1000 piece Beatles Three Mini's jigsaw puzzle.
£20.00 - £30.00

3716

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3688

A small mixed lot of George Harrison Cd's, tapes,
books etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3717

The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
complete. £20.00 - £30.00

3689

A mixed lot of Beatles books. £20.00 - £30.00

3718

A quantity of early Beatles magazines. £20.00 £30.00

3690

40 Beatles cassette tapes. £20.00 - £30.00

3719
Approximately 40 Beatles cassette tapes. £20.00 £30.00
3720
The Beatles complete CD collection. £30.00 3721
£50.00
3722
3 Beatles CD box sets. £20.00 - £30.00

A red metal postbox 'Postcards from the boys'
boxed and new. £100.00 - £200.00

3694

A Beatles Magical Mystery tour EP. £10.00 £20.00

3695

5 full years of Beatles magazines, 1984, 1988,

7 The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle,
puzzes complete and with answers but no
posters. £40.00 - £60.00

3691
3692
3693
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3723

40

4 D'Agostoni Beatles LP records. £10.00 - £20.00
A signed Little Richard poster. £10.00 - £20.00
'The Concert for Bangladesh' poster. £10.00 £20.00

3724

13 The Beatles Ilustrated lyrics puzzle in a puzzle
+ one without box. No posters or answers and
3747
one missing 7 pieces. £40.00 - £60.00

The Beginning and War Heroes. £10.00 - £20.00

3725

A quantity of Beatles music and lyrics books.
£20.00 - £30.00

3748

3 play worn Beatles jigsaw puzzles and a Cavern
mug. £10.00 - £30.00

3726

2 books, The Lennon Companions and The
Playboy Interviews with John Lennon and Yoko
Ono,. £10.00 - £20.00

3749

An Astrid Kirchher "When We Was Fab", books of
photographs etc., £30.00 - £50.00

3727

7 Beatles coffee table books. £20.00 - £30.00

3750

A framed and glazed Beatles Abbey Road 1966
print. £15.00 - £25.00

3728

A bookcase of Beatles books. £30.00 - £50.00

3729
3730
3731

3732

3751
A quantity of empty Beatles jigsaw boxes. £10.00 - 3752
£20.00
3753
6 Beatles jigsaw puzzles. £20.00 - £30.00
3 LP records, Please Please Me, Paul McCartney
Press Conference in Rome and London 1989 and
Pussy Cats produced by John Lennon. £10.00 3754
£20.00

A good collection of Jimi Hendrix DVD's, Videos,
books, magazines. £10.00 - £20.00

5 DeAgostini Beatles LP records. £10.00 - £20.00
5 DeAgostini Beatles LP records. £10.00 - £20.00
A large collection of Beatles items including
jigsaw puzzles, LP's, first ever photo poster books
and original 'Lennon Shot Dead' newspaper.
£20.00 - £30.00
Six 1960's Beatles jigsaw puzzles illustrated by
the renowned artist Walt Howarth. £15.00 - £25.00

2 Beatles jigsaw puzzles, Golden Spotlight puzzle 3755
and The Beatles Albums 1962-70. £20.00 - £30.00
3756
2 shelves of Beatles memorabilia. £10.00 - £20.00

5 DeAgostinin Beatles LP records. £10.00 - £20.00

3734

A quantity of Lennon and McCartney books.
£10.00 - £20.00

3757

2 x The Beatles compact discs including one in
red box. £20.00 - £30.00

3735

2 Walt Howarth "The Beatles Playing" prints and
an original watercolour painting. £15.00 - £25.00

3758

The Beatles compact disc set in black box.
£15.00 - £25.00

3736

A massive collection of Beatles tapes, books,
videos including Ed Sullivan shows. £20.00 £30.00

3759

A mixed lot of Beatles ephemera etc., £10.00 £20.00

3737

A huge collection of mainly John Lennon books,
CD's and original newspapers. £15.00 - £25.00

3760

A quantity of Beatles slides. £10.00 - £20.00

3761

4 Classical music LP's including 3 Decca. £10.00 £20.00

3762

A quantity of empty Beatles boxes 3 with posters.
£10.00 - £20.00

3733

3738

A good lot of mainly Paul McCartney items
including Picture disc. £10.00 - £20.00

3739

A good lot of Beatles books, CD's, sheet music
including signed guitar instruction books. £15.00 - 3763
£25.00
3764
A Michael Pero's limited edition of over 250 rare
and unpublished images of the Beatles "Now
These Days Are Gone". This is copy No. 27
3765
signed by Beatles director Richard Wester and Sir
Alan Langlands. £20.00 - £30.00
3766
A John Lennon poster and one other. £10.00 £20.00
3767
An original 1975 Rickenbacker Professional
3768
Guitars Catalogue. £20.00 - £30.00
3 framed and glazed Jimi Hendrix pictures. £10.00 3769

3740

3741
3742
3743

- £20.00
3744

6 Jimi Hendrix LP records including Experience
and More Experience. £10.00 - £20.00

3745

Jimi Hendrix:- Brand new, only opened for viewing,
3771
signed by Joe Perry, Brad Telinski and Ross
Halfin. A run of only 350 of which this is No.27.
3772
The most comprehensive visual memoir which
includes over 300 photographs, commentary by
Jimi Hendris and flourescent guitar strings signed 3773
print. £20.00 - £30.00

3746

3770

4 Jimi Hendrix LP records - Axis, Isle of Wight, In
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A BB King jacket and body warmer. £15.00 £25.00

8 posters, Working Classical Orchestra and
Chamber music Paul McCartney. £10.00 - £20.00
The Beatles on compact disc, missing fact sheet.
£15.00 - £25.00
A Beatles revolution T shirt and a Hits of Beatles
tea towel. £10.00 - £20.00
A quantity of interesting LP records. £10.00 £20.00
Approximately 80 LP records. £10.00 - £20.00
3 interesting Irish LP records. £15.00 - £25.00
A large selection of records, reel to reel tapes,
CD's and books relating to The Seekers. £10.00 £20.00
5 boxes of interesting 60's & 70's cassettes.
£10.00 - £20.00
68 LP records including some boxed. £10.00 £20.00
History of rock cassettes, 1 - 40 complete. £10.00
- £20.00
History of rock cassettes, 1 - 40 complete. £10.00
- £20.00

3774

History of rock cassettes, 1 - 40 complete. £10.00 3797
- £20.00

3775

History of rock cassettes, 1 - 40 complete. plus
extra tapes in case. £10.00 - £20.00

3798

A quantity of miscellaneous tapes etc., £10.00 £20.00

A FAb "Heroes & Villains" Photo of Rod Stewart
and photographer David Steen. £10.00 - £20.00

3799

A very good mix of Cynthia Lennon, Brian Epstein
and first ex manager Allan Williams books, photo
with autograph. £10.00 - £20.00

3776
3777

3778
3779
3780

A pair of Klain Voorman signed limited edition
prints numbered 90/555 and 35/333 of the Revolver
album covers. £20.00 - £30.00
3800
A jijmi Hendrix Johnny Be Good Japanese Import,
S18-5003. £10.00 - £20.00
3801
A Rolling Stones mono No. 4605 with signatures
attributed to the Rolling stones. £50.00 - £80.00

3802

A Dave Clark Five Jigsaw, "In His Own Write" John
Lennon and "A Spaniard in the Works. £10.00 3803
£20.00

"Postcards from the Boys" hard cover book.
£20.00 - £30.00
"Fifty Years Adrift" Derek Taylor signed G.
Harrison. £20.00 - £30.00
A good lot of mainly classical with some being
first recording. £10.00 - £20.00
A large lot of guitar tuition books including an
Ernie Ball and Harmonica. £10.00 - £20.00

3781

"East Greet East and West Meets East", one
attributed to Ravi Shanka (possible signature).
£10.00 - £20.00

3782

George Harrison "Gone Troppo" and "Dark Horse" 3805
LP's with a signed Klaus Voorman Russian Anton
labelled "All Things Must Pass". £20.00 - £30.00

A signed poster by famous Beatle photographer
Roger Whitaker "The Beatles 1964-1966". £10.00 £20.00

3783

A good mix of Beatles with Script for 'A Hard Days 3806
Night' and a signed Ringo Starr CD. £10.00 £20.00
3807
A quantity of Simon and Garfunkle Lp's with 2
magazines. £10.00 - £20.00

A large collection of modern day posters in a
display case. £10.00 - £20.00

3785

A quantity of newspapers with references to the
Beatles, 1980's etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3786

A good lot of LP and 45 rpm records and sheet
music from the 1960's and 1970's. £10.00 - £20.00 3809

A good lot of football related items including
Barcelona and Sheffield United shirts, books,
videos etc., £40.00 - £60.00

3784

3804

A Parlaphone 45 rpm "Beatles Hits", a Parlaphone
"Twist & Shout" and "Baby Its You". £10.00 £20.00

3808

3787

43 LP records from the 1960/70's and 5 box sets.
£20.00 - £30.00

3788

A quantity of John Lennon books and CD's. £10.00 3810
- £20.00

3789

A quantity of Beatles LP's, videos, cassette tapes,
books etc., £10.00 - £20.00

3790

A vintage 8mm projector and screen. £10.00 £20.00

3791

A comprehensive collection of Elvis memorabilia
including original newspapers, comics etc., £10.00
- £20.00

3792

A good lot of blues guitar books, LP's etc., £10.00
- £20.00

3793

A good collelction of 60's hi-fi test records, sound
effects and 60/70's pop/rock including Pinky &
Perky. £10.00 - £20.00

3794

4 Klaus Voorman signed posters "Paintings from
Hamburg Days" £10.00 - £20.00

3795

A "Man of Steel" 3D Superman framed print.
£10.00 - £20.00

3796

"God Bless" framed photo signed by Robert
Whitaker the Beatles friend and photographer,
framed for the infamous "The Butcher Cover".
£10.00 - £20.00
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A large collection of sales brochures including
Gibson, Fender, Zildjan, Ludvig etc., from the
70/80/90's. £10.00 - £20.00

The Brian Epstein Story and "The Man who gave
away the Beatles" Alann Williams, signed
pictures. £10.00 - £20.00

A huge mixed lot of space related memorabilia
including Apollo, books, videos, slides,
photographs etc., £500.00 - £800.00
A massive lot of JFK related items including
photographs, posters, books, videos, slides,
newspapers etc. Hundreds of items. £500.00 £800.00

